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This work is focused on control-oriented analysis of integrated fuel cell systems that
incorporate energy recuperation mechanisms. The high complexity of such fuel cell systems
calls for precise control and regulation of multiple inputs. The need for robust and efficient
steady state and transient operation imposes the need for intelligent control schemes. The
models of two fuel cell systems are developed in this work and used for the design of feedback
controllers. It is shown, through simulation, that the proposed controllers enhance the
performance and meet the operating constraints.
The two plants considered in this dissertation are (i) a catalytic partial oxidation fuel
processor system (FPS) coupled with a proton exchange fuel cell and a catalytic burner (CB)
and (ii) a hybrid solid oxide fuel cell and gas turbine (SOFC/GT) system. Both systems
rely on energy recuperation devices (ERDs), such as a catalytic burner or a gas turbine, for
achieving high fuel efficiency. Through model-based open loop analysis the FPS is shown to
exhibit fuel cell H2 starvation and reactor overheating while the SOFC/GT system is prone
to shutdown during load transitions without proper feedback in place. It is identified that
the transient issues can be resolved through reactant ratio control and load filtering for the
FPS and the SOFC/GT systems, respectively.
Using the insights from the open loop analysis, feedback control schemes are designed to
address the transient issues. For the FPS, an observer-based linear controller, that utilizes
temperature measurements to control the air and fuel flows into the reformer and maintain
proper reactant ratios, is proposed. For the SOFC/GT system, a reference governor control
scheme is developed to filter the application of the load in order to avoid GT shutdown.
For both systems, the designed control schemes utilize measurements from the ERDs,
such as shaft speed or catalytic burner temperature and manage to mitigate the transient
operating difficulties. Thus, the ERDs, besides increasing the steady state efficiency of the




1.1 Overview of Integrated Fuel Cell Systems with Energy
Recuperation Devices
Fuel cell (FC)-based power plants exhibit high efficiency and low emissions compared
to conventional power production plants such as diesel or gasoline engines [7, 24, 27]. In
addition, other features enabled by the fuel cell technology, such as efficient electric power
distribution, reconfigurability, silent operation and low thermal acoustic signature make fuel
cell power plants ideal candidates for military and commercial applications. Integrating fuel
cell-based systems with energy recuperation devices (ERDs) can further improve the sys-
tem’s efficiency by reducing the exhaust energy losses. The process of recovering additional
energy from the exhaust gases of a power plant, in our case a fuel cell, is commonly referred
to as energy recuperation. A typical example of an integrated fuel cell system with energy
recuperation devices is shown in Fig. 1.1. The significant amount of energy in the exhaust
gases makes fuel cell systems suitable for energy recuperation. The energy recuperated
can be utilized both internally in the fuel cell system, for example in the fuel reformer, or
externally, for example in a generator, to provide additional power output. In general, the
higher the dependency of the FC system and its auxiliaries to the recuperated energy, the
higher the operational complexity and control requirements of the integrated system.
Energy recuperation is critical in achieving high system efficiency and in assuring min-
imal losses to the environment. Fuel cell systems are ideal candidates for incorporating
energy recuperation devices for several reasons. In order to promote the fuel cell efficiency
and avoid hydrogen starvation issues, fuel cell stacks do not operate at fuel utilization ra-
tios close to 100% [76, 78, 86]. Thus, a portion of the fuel provided to the fuel cell will be
wasted unless it is recuperated back to the fuel cell. Significant amounts of energy can be
recuperated by harvesting the remaining hydrogen in the exhaust, given the high heating
value of hydrogen. Furthermore, high temperature fuel cells, such as the solid oxide fuel
cells, are rich in exhaust energy, given the high exhaust temperature, and thus ERDs can
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Figure 1.1: Energy flow of Integrated Fuel Cell System with Energy Recuperation Devices
preheat the inlet fuel and air flows to the reformer will increase the hydrogen production
efficiency.
The main devices used to facilitate energy recuperation in integrated fuel cell systems
include ejectors for flow recirculation, heat exchangers, catalytic burners and gas turbines.
Combinations of those devices, such as a catalytic burner and a gas turbine, are also used.
Most common combinations include a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEM-FC) with
an ejector [5], a PEM-FC with a catalytic burner and a heat exchanger [83] or a solid oxide
fuel cell with a catalytic burner and a gas turbine [79].
The coupling of fuel cells with energy recuperation devices has been studied extensively
in the literature motivated by the substantial energy saving benefits of ERDs. Multiple
studies show that the steady state efficiency increases when energy recuperation devices are
integrated in a fuel cell system [33, 36, 63]. Also, due to the multiplicity of configurations
and types of ERDs, a significant amount of publications deal with optimizing the configura-
tion and the steady state parameters with respect to the system’s efficiency and safe steady
state operation [6, 14, 43]. Publications dealing with the transition dynamics of the system
(i.e., the system’s response under changes in the demanded power), though, are limited.
The intricate power balance between the FC system and the ERDs during load transitions,
especially in the case where the FC system auxiliaries depend heavily on the recuperated
energy, has not been thoroughly analyzed in the literature. Dynamic analysis on similar sys-
tems, such as integrated gasoline engines with turbochargers, can be found in the literature
where the limitation in transient performance are examined [31, 62]. Similar issues, such as
the turbocharger lag encountered in the transient operation of engine-turbocharger systems,
are shown to exist in the FC-ERD systems as well. The fundamental operational challenges
of integrated FC and ERD systems are discussed in the next section, while more detailed
overview of the literature dealing with the two systems examined in this dissertation is given
2
in Ch. 2 and Ch. 4.
1.2 Operational Challenges of Integrated Fuel Cell Systems
and Energy Recuperation Devices
The operational challenges in fuel cell systems arise from two competing goals, namely,
the optimization of the steady state efficiency versus the fast and safe load transitions. On
one hand, in order to maximize fuel cell efficiency one has to minimize fuel consumption for
a given load or to maximize power production for a given fuel supply. On the other hand,
the system has to operate with a sufficient safety margin to allow for fast and safe load
transitions. This margin can be provided if the fuel cell is operating at lower fuel utilization
(less than 100%). With the incorporation of energy recuperation devices, one can operate
at lower FC utilizations while maintaining high system efficiency by recovering most of the
energy in the fuel cell exhaust gases. Therefore, energy recuperation devices facilitate the
achievement of improved trade off between steady state and transient operations, compared
to FC systems with no ERDs.
However, the integration of energy recuperation devices and fuel cell systems imposes
a number of unique challenges in terms of system operation. The tight thermal and me-
chanical coupling between the FC and the ERDs affects the system dynamics and inflicts
constraints that require intelligent control schemes. Extensive analysis and system opti-
mization is required to balance the added system complexity and the increased capital cost
that arise from the ERDs with the efficiency gains. Furthermore, the integration of multiple
components poses challenging sizing optimization problems not only for the system’s steady
state operation, but for the load transitions as well.
In general, fuel cell systems with energy recuperation devices are limited by the speed
and efficiency of the energy recuperating devices. The operational challenges are distinct de-
pending on the type of energy recuperation and the corresponding dynamics of the dynamic
couplings between the FC and the ERD. As mentioned earlier, a portion of the recuperated
energy can be used internally in the FC system. The higher the percentage of the internally
used recuperated energy, the higher the dependency of the FC system operation to the ERD.
Due to the fast FC dynamics, the fuel in the FC is depleted almost instantaneously during
load transitions, leaving a limited amount of fuel for the energy recuperation devices. Thus,
if the FC system is highly dependent on the ERD, its performance can be compromised
during load transitions. Both of the systems examined in this work utilize a large portion
of the recuperated energy for internal use and are shown in Fig. 1.2a and b. On the other
hand, the configurations shown in Fig. 1.2c and d, utilize the recuperated energy to provide
additional power output, while the auxiliary devices in the FC system are powered directly
by consuming fuel. In this case there is no feedback from the ERD to the FC system and
the system efficiency is lower.
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Figure 1.2: Examples of energy recuperation schemes with internally (a,b) and externally
(c,d) utilized recuperated energy
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The first system examined in this dissertation (Fig. 1.2a) incorporates a catalytic partial
oxidizer (CPOX), which reforms methane fuel into a hydrogen rich flow to be utilized by
a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEM-FC). It also includes a catalytic burner (CB)
that burns any excess hydrogen that leaves the fuel cell to recuperate energy. The second
system, shown in Fig. 1.2b, is a hybrid consisting of a Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) coupled
with a gas turbine (GT) for energy recuperation. The GT is the only actuator available to
indirectly control the air into the fuel cell.
The coupling between the FC and the ERD can be dominated either by slow dynamics,
such as temperature (Fig. 1.2a), or fast dynamics, such as pressure (Fig. 1.2b). For the
first system examined (Fig. 1.2a), where the ERD recovers heat from the exhaust gases, the
recuperation efficiency is lower compared to the second system (Fig. 1.2b) since in general
a heat exchanger is less efficient than a turbine. At the same time though, the transient
operation of the first system is safer due to the large thermal inertia which provides a de-
sirable buffer that helps prevent a significant undershoot in recuperated energy during load
transitions. For the second system (Fig. 1.2b), the fast pressure dynamics that dictate the
energy recuperation and in turn the air supply to the FC are shown to compromise transient
operation and even lead to shutdown of the system during large load steps. Thus, for the
two systems examined it can be seen that transient operation issues are more prominent
for those with high steady state efficiency.
The challenges of integrated fuel cell systems together with the technical issues asso-
ciated with component protection, such as reactor overheating, and optimal operation are
addressed in this work via model-based analysis. Following the open loop analysis, where
the issues are identified and analyzed, feedback control schemes are designed and analyzed
to mitigate the transient issues while allowing for optimal steady state operation. The next
section outlines the fuel cell and fuel reforming technologies examined in this work.
1.3 Components of Fuel Cell Systems
Besides the energy recuperation devices, the fuel cell system incorporates the fuel cell
stack, the fuel reformer, the air delivery system, the humidifier as well as other balance of
plant components such as blowers or heat exchangers. In this dissertation the humidification
process is not the focus and is thus assumed perfect (i.e., constant inlet humidification). A
brief introduction on the other main subsystems incorporated in this work is given in this
section.
1.3.1 Fuel Cell Stack
In this dissertation two types of fuel cells are considered; namely, a proton exchange
membrane (PEM) fuel cell and a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC). The main differences lie in
the operating temperature and the fuel used as explained in the subsequent paragraphs.
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As noted in [40], the PEM fuel cell capitalizes on the essential simplicity of a fuel
cell. The electrolyte is a solid polymer in which the protons are mobile. These cells run
at low temperatures and thus face issues with current limitations due to the slow reaction
rates. The slow reaction rates are addressed by using sophisticated catalysts and electrodes.
Platinum is the most common catalyst used in PEM fuel cells, but technology developments
in recent years allow the use of very small quantities of platinum. Pure hydrogen must be
used to fuel the PEM fuel cell and various methods for producing hydrogen exist. In this
work we focus on catalytic partial oxidation of methane.
The solid oxide fuel cell addresses the issue of slow reaction rates by operating at tem-
peratures in the region of 600 oC to 1000 oC. The high operating temperature brings new
issues to the manufacturing and safe operation of the system but ensures high reaction rates
without expensive catalysts. Furthermore, gases such as natural gas can be used directly
as fuels without the need for a separate reformer unit. This is enabled by the internal
reforming process where the fuel can be reformed internally in the SOFC. Nevertheless, due
to the high temperatures, the ceramic materials that these cells are made from are difficult
to handle and expensive to manufacture. Finally, other components such as the preheating
and the cooling systems add to the complexity of SOFC-based plants.
More details on the operation and the modeling of the the PEM-FC and the SOFC are
give in Ch.2 and Ch.4, respectively.
1.3.2 Fuel Reformer
A common way of fueling FC-based power plants, besides pressurized hydrogen tanks,
is onboard fuel reforming. This option is utilized for large scale power production such as
marine or stationary power plants. For automotive applications, onboard fuel processing
has been ruled out by most automotive companies due to space and system complexity
constraints.
The three most common techniques for reforming hydrocarbon fuels for fuel cell applica-
tions include: Catalytic Partial Oxidation (CPOX), Steam reforming (SR) and Autothermal
reforming (ATR). CPOX reformers exhibit lower conversion efficiency but reduced capital
cost (25-30% less) and fast transient response compared to the other types of reformers [92].
The catalytic partial oxidation process is described in detail in Ch. 2 while a schematic in-
dicating the main oxidation reactions is shown in Fig. 1.3.
In the CPOX-based reformer examined in this work, besides the oxidation reactor, other
equally important reactors are included in a fuel reforming system to remove impurities and
other species that will poison the oxidation reactor or the fuel cell stack1.These include:
• Desulphurizer (DS) Reactor: The desulphurization of the fuel flow, i.e., removing the
sulphur content present in the flow, is vital for fuel cell-based systems. Sulphur is
1Note that the CPOX system considered here is for hydrogen production to be utilized in a low temper-
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Figure 1.3: CPOX reformer schematic with corresponding main oxidation reactions
known to poison the fuel cell membrane as well as catalyst bed of the reformer reac-
tors. The sulphur tolerance of different reactors varies, but all reactors are relatively
sensitive to sulphur.
• Water Gas Shift (WGS) Reactor: Water gas shift removes the carbon monoxide (CO),
a by-product of the hydrogen producing reactions. The WGS reaction is given below:
CO + H2O ­ CO2 + H2 (1.1)
where water reacts with the CO in the flow producing CO2 and hydrogen. Note that
the water gas shift reaction produces additional amount of hydrogen which increases
the efficiency of the reformer.
• Preferential Oxidizer (PROX) Reactor: Similar to WGS reaction, preferential oxida-





O2 ­ CO2 (1.2)
where the CO is oxidized to CO2.
• Hydrogen Separator Membrane: To fortify the fuel cell stack against any impurities,
including CO, sulphur etc., it is beneficial to filter the reformer flow through a separa-
tor membrane. The separator membrane extracts hydrogen from the reformate flow,
resulting in pure hydrogen flow (up to 99.9%) [56]. The rest of the reformate, after
the hydrogen has been extracted, can be utilized in energy recuperation devices such
as a combination of a catalytic burner and a gas turbine where the remaining species
can be utilized. The main type of hydrogen separators are palladium based which
extract the hydrogen via diffusion.
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1.3.3 Air Delivery Subsystem
The air is an equally important reactant as the fuel in a fuel cell system. Air is required
both in the fuel cell stack for the electrochemical reaction that produces the electricity and
for the reformer in order to oxidize the fuel and produce the hydrogen. The air delivery is
commonly done via a blower for low pressure FC systems or a compressor for high pressure
(and usually high temperature) FC systems. For the reformer system examined, the air
supply to the reformer is the main focus while the air supply to the FC is assumed perfect.
In the case of the high temperature FC system examined in this work, the air flow to the
SOFC is the main focus, which also provides a means for temperature regulation and heat
removal from the SOFC.
1.4 Dissertation Overview
In this dissertation, two fuel cell-based power plants are analyzed to gain fundamental
understanding on the efficiency, transient operation and control requirements of such inte-
grated FC systems. The first system, shown in Fig. 1.2c includes a fuel processor system
(FPS) used to reform methane fuel into a hydrogen rich flow to be utilized in a proton
exchange membrane fuel cell. The exhaust from the fuel cell is then fed to a catalytic
burner to recuperate heat for preheating the inlet air and fuel flows. The second system is a
hybrid solid oxide fuel cell and gas turbine (Fig. 1.2b). The gas turbine recuperates energy
to provide the air flow through a compressor and yields additional electrical load through
a generator. Both systems incorporate energy recuperation devices in order to optimize
the overall efficiency efficiency. These energy recuperation devices, besides increasing the
system’s overall steady state efficiency, are also shown to be important in the control design
by providing vital measurements for feedback.
The fuel processor system is analyzed in Chapters 2 and 3. In Ch. 2 the modeling and
steady state optimization results are presented. It is shown that in open loop operation the
system exhibits reactor overheating and hydrogen starvation in the fuel cell. The causes are
identified and mitigation strategies are presented in Ch. 3, where a feedback controller is
designed and shown to be robust under various scenarios such as large pressure uncertainty
during reactor clogging.
The hybrid SOFC/GT system is analyzed in Chapters 4 through 6. In Ch. 4, the
modeling principles and governing equations for the main components are presented. In
Ch. 5, the open loop analysis is used to explain shutdown phenomena during large load
transitions. It is shown that the shutdown is initiated by the nonlinear shaft dynamics
while the characteristics of the shutdown phenomena are examined. Chapter 6 presents
the feedback control design which includes a reference governor controller combined with a
proportional controller that guarantees stability and improves performance.




The contributions of this dissertation on modeling and control of integrated fuel cell
systems are summarized as follows:
1. Control-oriented dynamic models of two integrated fuel cell based power systems are
developed. Namely, models of an integrated catalytic partial oxidation reformer with
a proton exchange fuel cell (CPOX-PEM FC) and a hybrid solid oxide fuel cell with
a gas turbine (SOFC-GT) are developed within the scope of this work. Component
models are integrated to represent the overall system dynamics.
2. Overall system efficiency is optimized by determining the operating setpoints for
each actuator, such as air, fuel etc. For the reformer-based system and the hybrid
SOFC/GT an average efficiency of 30% and 60% are achieved, respectively. The
steady state trends of various system variables, such as the reactor temperature and
the cell voltage, are analyzed with respect to the load applied to the system. It is
shown that optimization along with energy recuperation pushes the system to its lim-
its and affects transient response. Finally, the values of the operating variables using
the optimal setpoint are determined and utilized in the control design as regulation
points.
3. Open loop analysis is performed to identify the load following limitations and their
underlying issues. Load transition issues such as reactor temperature overshoot and
hydrogen starvation are identified for the reformer-based system while shutdown is
identified for the hybrid SOFC/GT system. Further insights are gained by determin-
ing the root causes of these transient issues. Reactant ratio discrepancies and shaft
dynamics nonlinearities are shown to be the causes for the open loop issues identified
in the reformer and the hybrid SOFC/GT system, respectively. The identification of
the causes facilitates the control design and analysis.
4. Feedback control schemes are designed to mitigate the issues identified in the open
loop analysis. For the CPOX-based reformer, a linear control scheme is proposed that
utilizes temperature measurements, namely the CPOX reactor temperature and the
CB reactor temperature. It is worth noting that the CB temperature measurement
is utilized as a virtual hydrogen sensor in order to estimate the amount of hydrogen
produced by the reformer. The feedback control results in a fourfold improvement in
transient response compared to the open loop case and in addition, it mitigates the
reactor overheating and the hydrogen starvation. For the SOFC/GT hybrid system a
reference governor controller is designed to throttle the application of the generator
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load and meet certain constraints (in our case the constraint is maintaining stability).
In order to improve the transient response, the load governor is combined with a
proportional controller that regulates the amount of fuel fed to the system in order
to support the increasing generator load. Overall the settling time is reduced twofold
compared to the response of the open loop system that incorporates a rate limiter.
5. A reference governor controller is proposed to filter the load applied to the generator on
the hybrid SOFC/GT system. The conventional reference governor approach requires
online optimization via repeated simulations in order to define the reference command.
In this dissertation, a novel reference governor controller is proposed, referred to as
Incremental Step-Reference Governor (IS-RG), which utilizes the offline calculated
region of attraction to determine the feasibility of a desired input. Significant com-
putational efficiency improvement is achieved that makes real time implementation of
the IS-RG is possible.
6. Finally, robustness evaluation is performed for the closed loop reformer system in order
to verify the controller operation under different uncertainty scenarios. The scenarios
examined include, CPOX reactor and HDS reactor clogging in which the transient
closed loop response is examined when carbon deposition or catalyst deformation
causes clogging of the CPOX or HDS reactors and results into increased pressure
drop. Also, the effects of multiple methane compositions are considered with respect
to the transient reactor temperatures and hydrogen production. Finally the effects of
discrepancies between the actual CB and the CB model used in the state observer,
were analyzed. The controller was shown to perform satisfactory under these scenarios
and the transient system response did not deteriorate significantly.
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CHAPTER 2
Modeling and Open Loop Analysis of a Fuel Processor with
Exhaust Heat Recirculation
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we consider the fuel cell-based system with exhaust heat recirculation,
referred to as internally heated power system (IHPS) (Fig. 2.1a). The IHPS results from
the integration of an FC stack that generates electric power, an FPS that produces a
hydrogen rich mixture to be fed to the fuel cell, and a CB that utilizes any excess hydrogen
leaving the FC to provide preheating energy. The closely coupled dynamics of the three
subsystems, together with the large thermal inertia and therefore slow transients associated
with the fuel processor, impose a very challenging control problem. For cross reference
the externally heated power system (EHPS) is also shown in Fig. 2.1b, where the energy
needed for preheating is provided by burning fuel directly from the fuel tank. Optimization
is performed for the IHPS to generate the air and fuel flow intake setpoints to the FPS for
various load levels. The optimal flow setpoints are used in a static feedforward map that
ensures maximum efficiency at steady-state.
The natural gas fuel processor considered here, is based on a catalytic partial oxidation
(CPOX) reactor [57]. The fuel processor is responsible for supplying hydrogen to the FC
stack to support the current drawn. Typically excess hydrogen is necessary to (i) avoid lack
of hydrogen, also known as hydrogen starvation in the FC stack, (ii) allow the FC to operate
at higher hydrogen concentration, and thus higher stack efficiency. Operating with excess
hydrogen provides also a buffer during fast load changes. While excess hydrogen supply
is beneficial for the FC, it however decreases the overall system (FPS+FC) efficiency and
requires safe discharge measures, such as adequate ventilation or burning of anode exhaust
gas.
One way to eliminate the excess hydrogen that does not participate in the electrochem-
ical reactions and, at the same time, increase the system efficiency is to use it in a reactor
after it exits the FC anode exhaust. Specifically, a catalytic burner (CB) can harvest energy
from the excess hydrogen via oxidation with air. This energy can be then used to preheat
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the FPS inlet flows. For steady state operation, as much as 16% efficiency improvement can
be achieved when the excess hydrogen in the FC exhaust is burnt in a CB instead of burning
a dedicated and separate stream of natural gas in a CB (as shown in the two schematics in
Fig. 2.1) to provide energy for preheating the inlet fuel and air streams to the FPS [77].
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.1: (a) Internally Heated Power System (IHPS) and (b) Externally Heated Power
System (EHPS)
In order to achieve maximum overall efficiency, the integrated IHPS has to work very
close to its operating boundary. This optimal set-point selection, however, puts the system
in a very vulnerable position during load1 transitions. When the load is suddenly increased,
the IHPS may not be able to provide sufficient H2 and heat to sustain the operation under
the new load condition. This can lead to temporary H2 starvation, thereby causing irre-
versible damage to the FC. To avoid the H2 starvation, we require that the H2 produced
from the FPS is higher than the hydrogen required for the electrochemical reactions in
the FC. Transient issues associated with temporary hydrogen starvation can be avoided by
slowing down the change of current drawn from the fuel cell through a rate limiter or a
load governor [73]. The power deficit in this case can be provided through hybridization
[81], with an additional electrical power source which will increase cost and system com-
plexity. However, in our work we consider the operation at maximum efficiency (optimal
H2 production).



















































Figure 2.2: IHPS Model State Variables
Operating at optimal steady state and thus capitalizing the benefits of the IHPS will be
made possible only if the controlled system responds adequately fast to FC load changes.
Otherwise, one has to resort to sub-optimal setpoints, i.e., to trade efficiency for improved
safety margin. In this work we design a controller that is aimed at speeding up the natural
IHPS dynamics while maintaining optimum reactor temperatures and overall system effi-
ciency. The feedback controller is based on measuring reactor temperatures and estimating
the spatially averaged composition of reactant flow through the series of IHPS components.
2.2 Overview of the IHPS Operation and its Dynamic Model
The IHPS investigated in this work, shown in Fig. 2.1a, is composed of five main reactors,
namely, the hydro-desulfurizer (HDS), the catalytic partial oxidizer (CPOX), the water gas
shift (WGS), the preferential oxidizer (PROX) and the catalytic burner (CB). The first
four reactors comprise the FPS. The intended application for the IHPS is the generation of
power in a commercial building so natural gas is the targeted fuel. Natural gas contains on
average 95% of methane (CH4), we thus assume that pure methane is supplied to the FPS
to be reformed into a rich H2 flow. A 200kW proton exchange membrane FC (PEM-FC)
uses the H2 in the reformed flow to generate electric power. All FPS and FC components
operate at low pressures of up to 130 kPa.
A 19-state nonlinear, control-oriented, dynamic model of the IHPS is developed in order
to analyze its behavior [77]. The dynamic states of the model are indicated inside the
volumes in Fig. 2.2 while other important variables are also shown such as the mass flow
rates Wf , Wa, Wwrox and WwroxH2 (see nomenclature definitions). In [60], the initial model
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of the fuel processor was developed. The model in [60] assumed constant inlet temperature
and did not include the heat exchangers and the catalytic burner.
Some important assumptions about the developed model are that all gases obey the ideal
gas law and that each reactor is modeled as a lumped parameter volume with homogenous
pressure and temperature. The model is not suitable for start up or shut down simulations
because chemical kinetics for the ignition/extinction dynamics have not been modeled.
Finally, the model is valid for the range of FC loads between 20 to 80% (i.e., 50-160kW or
70-250A). Within this range of loads the FC stack voltage varies between 0.71V and 0.64V
per cell with a total of 1000 cells of 0.04m2 active area [59].
A brief description of the system operation is given in the following paragraphs with
the governing dynamic equations summarized. The calculations for the chemical reactions
in the CPOX and more details on the modeling can be found in [77, 59].
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The main air flow is supplied to the system by a blower (BL) which draws humidified air.
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as a function of the air command ua. Using the calculated blower speed and the blower map,
the air flow is determined. The air and the fuel are pre-heated in separate heat exchangers
(HEX). The HDS is used to remove the sulfur from the fuel flow [15, 19]. In this work, only
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Then, the two flows are mixed in the mixer (MIX) where the partial pressure dynamics of
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are taken into account. A static mixing relationship of the two flows is used to calculate
the temperature of the MIX flow:
Tmix =
cPCH4W










The mixture is then passed through the catalytic partial oxidizer (CPOX) where CH4 reacts
with oxygen to produce H2. There are two main exothermal chemical reactions taking place
in the CPOX: partial oxidation (POX) and total oxidation (TOX) given in [39, 92] with
their corresponding energy release per mole of reactant (∆H0).
(POX) CH4 + 12O2 → CO + 2H2,
∆H0pox = −0.036×106 J/mol, (2.9)
(TOX) CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O,
∆H0tox = −0.8026×106 J/mol. (2.10)
Hydrogen is produced only by the POX reaction while heat is mostly generated by the TOX
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β · (−∆H0hox) + (1− β) · (−∆H0cox)
)
), (2.11)
where β is the ratio of the oxygen that reacts with H2 over the oxygen that reacts with H2
and CO. The molar flow ratio of oxygen (O2) in the air to CH4 in the MIX is defined as:
λO2C = ṅO2/ṅCH4 . (2.12)
Moreover, since the CPOX products are also highly dependent on the CPOX reactor tem-
perature T cpox, the optimum balance between the two reactions has to be determined.
Carbon monoxide (CO) is created along with H2 in the POX reaction, as can be seen in
(2.9). Since CO poisons the PEM fuel cell catalyst, it has to be eliminated using water in
the water gas shift reactor (WGS) and air in the preferential oxidizer (PROX). The latter
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Figure 2.3: CPOX products as a function of λO2C and reactor temperature
are assumed to operate perfectly thus eliminating all the CO in the stream. In the model
the PROX and WGS reactors are merged in one volume called the WROX where the total



























Note that it might be necessary to include additional heat exchangers among the WGS,
PROX reactors and the FC to achieve the optimum inlet temperature for each reactor.
These heat exchangers are neglected here by assuming, for example, that the water sprayed
in the WGS offers the appropriate cooling of the flow streams [82].
The H2-rich mixture leaving the WROX enters the anode of the fuel cell stack where the
electro-chemical reaction takes place to convert H2 to electrical power. The anode model



































and the resulting voltage as a function of H2 pressure and the demanded load:
V = Ncell
(








The flow from the anode is then supplied to the CB where the excess H2 is burnt using the
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Finally, the flow from the CB is fed to two separate heat exchangers (HEX - hot side), one to
preheat the air and one to preheat the fuel flows before they enter the FPS. The utilization
of this heat results in increased overall efficiency of the system. The model without the CB
has been verified with a higher-order detailed model [78, 59] while the CB model trends
and qualitative response have also been verified [1].
2.3 Literature Review
Publications focusing on the dynamic behavior and load transitions of PEM fuel cell-
based CHP systems are fewer than the ones focusing on steady state performance in today’s
literature. Most work done on CHP systems includes theoretical analysis and prediction
of the performance using either thermodynamic or chemistry-kinetic based models, while
experimental results are few, especially for integrated systems. In general, CHP systems
with solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) are more common in the current literature. The increased
power density and abundance of heat sources make the high temperature SOFC systems
more attractive for heat and power coupling for large applications.
Because the FPS and FC technology is mostly experimental based, each publication
deals with a slightly different configuration and system set-up. The fuel source used for each
configuration varies and is application specific. Given the fuel variations, each configuration
has different reactors to allow the reforming of the corresponding fuel. The type of fuel cell
used can also vary and the HEX heat sources (CHP combinations) are different. Thus,
the main types of FPS-FC systems can be categorizes according to the fuel, reformer type,
FC type and CHP configuration used. A list of those types are given in Table 2.1. Note,
that not all systems examined in the mentioned articles are CHP, but all include analysis
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Types of FPS-FC systems










Based on FC Used
Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM)
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC)
Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC)
Alkaline Fuel Cell (AFC)
Table 2.1: Types of FPS Systems
of critical components that are present in a CHP system.
The work done in this dissertation is based on [59], where the initial model of the fuel
processor was developed. The model in [59] assumed constant inlet temperature and did not
include the heat exchangers and the catalytic burner. A similar dynamics and control study
was performed which yields satisfying H2 production during load transitions by utilizing
the CPOX temperature (T cpox) and H2 partial pressure (yh2) as feedback variables for the
designed control scheme. The CPOX reactor model in [59], is based on [92], where kinetic
model simulations are employed along with experimental data to define the products of the
CPOX reactor as a function of its temperature and the inlet gas composition.
Before we move on into the system level FPS publications, some important publications
on the HDS reactor are given here. Lampert, in [38], gives the description of a desulphurizer
that utilizes air and heat to convert sulphur to sulphur oxides which are then adsorbed
by a special catalyst. The requirement for a large sized reactor and possible multiple
desulphurizers is noted. For gasoline desulphurization, [91] focused on a specific sorbent
that is ideal for sulphur removal from gasoline. Sulphur compound removal by partial
oxidation is proven significantly powerful but required precise control of the reactor pressure
and temperature as shown in [20].
As far as integrated systems and specifically reformer types are concerned, the main
categories include catalytic partial oxidation (CPOX), steam reforming (SR) and autother-
mal reforming (AT). The publications listed here are mainly state state studies of FPS
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systems. The articles in [92] and [49] deal with the chemistry involved, composition of the
products and reactor temperatures through CPOX reforming. Namely, [49] covers the ideal
conditions for minimum catalyst contact time required to oxidize the fuel. A model of a
CPOX reactor is developed in [13] based on simplified reactor models and the optimum in-
let conditions are examined including optimal inlet temperature, composition and velocity.
Experimental results of a SR are given in [41], focusing on the effects of copper catalysts in
the process. In [72] different catalysts are considered for SR using experimental procedures
and the results are presented focusing on the characteristics of each catalyst. The catalyst
performance, the ageing behavior and starting up a SR system is discussed in [85]. For
AT reformers, a simulation study focusing in the effects of various parameters, at steady
state operation, namely of the reformer operating temperature and the steam to carbon
ratio are analyzed in [17]. A thermodynamic model of an AT reformer is presented in [12]
focusing on the thermal coupling and load transitions, where the model is also validated
using experimental results with respect to the reformer products. The causes of the discrep-
ancies between theoretically calculated and experimentally measured product composition
are analyzed as well.
Different kinds of fuels can be utilized in a reformer by using the appropriate reactors.
The main fuels used are given in Table. 2.1. Specifically, [54] deals with internal reforming
of methane which is feasible in SOFC systems focusing on partial prereforming and anode
gas recycling. In [42] an experimental analysis of low temperature methane reforming and
the corresponding advantages are presented. J.M. Ogden in [50] focuses on comparing a
methanol reformer with a gasoline one in light of cost and efficiency. Ethanol reformers
are examined in [11, 29], where the effects of pressure and temperature in H2 production
are examined. For multi fuel reformers, [47] presents an experimental study on a 3 fuel
reformer and gives detailed measurements on stand alone or coupled components. On
diesel reformers, [53] lists the optimal operating conditions for complete fuel conversion and
minimal organic compounds in the exhaust based on an experimental study.
Important publications are given here, in the field of dynamic system analysis of CHP
systems, related to the work done in this dissertation. In [26], a similar dynamic model of
a CPOX reformer was developed and used as a basis for a reduced-order estimator design
in order to predict the flow composition out of the FPS. A similar FPS configuration is
studied in [30], where a dynamic model of the system suitable for observer design and start
up analysis is presented. Sommer in [64] develops a dynamic model of an AT reformer. Con-
sistent with our conclusions, Sommer points out the effects of volume sizes for the system’s
transient performance, as well as the benefit of the heat capacity of each volume that acts
as a buffer during transients. The need for precise inlet flow control can also be inferred.
An explicit dynamic model for direct reforming carbonate fuel cell stack is developed in
[44]. Using mainly thermodynamic principles and mass/energy conservation the authors of
[44] develop a 10-state model suitable for transient analysis and validate it with a higher-
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order model and experimental results. During transient operation temperature overshoot
problems are observed.
Continuing on dynamic FPS-FC studies, the authors of [22] develop a model to study the
performance on a steam reformer and a PEM FC-based system. Using a simple rate limiter
control of the input flows they also note the possibility of overheating the catalyst bed. In
[28], a molten carbonate dynamic model is developed and the authors note the coupling
between the load following capabilities and the input flow scheduling during a transient
as well as the temperature and H2 production fluctuations. The article given in [88] uses
a dynamic model to examine the transient system behavior of a 1 MW FC power plant
and reaches the conclusion that feedback control is required to enhance the load following
capabilities of the system. Finally, similar studies using dynamic FPS-FC models can also
be found in [68, 8, 55, 16, 74]
All dynamic studies of FPS-FC CHP systems mentioned in this literature review concur,
explicitly or implicity, to the need of feedback control of the inlet air and fuel flows to
the system. Several authors mention also that feedforward scheduling of those flows is
inadequate in order for the system to meet the load following requirements.
2.4 Steady State Efficiency Optimization
For the system to work efficiently in an integrated fashion, each component has to be
conditioned properly in terms of its operating temperature, humidity, and pressure. This
is achieved by controlling the air and fuel intakes of the FPS. The strong physical coupling
of the IHPS components will dictate the optimal set-points for the system.
To determine the optimal steady state operating points with respect to the overall system









The objective is to maximize the overall efficiency, ηIHPS , which is defined as the ratio of
the FC electric power output V · Ist over the energy used Wf · QCH4LHV , where Wf is the
amount of fuel used and QCH4LHV its lower heating value. The optimization variables are the
fuel valve command, uf , and the air blower command, ua, both ranging from 0 to 100%,
corresponding to fully closed or fully open actuators respectively.
The steepest ascent gradient method is employed to solve the optimization problem [52].
The corresponding iterative algorithm is given as
uk+1 = ak · ∇ηTIHPS + uk (2.22)
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where ak is the iteration step, ∇ηTIHPS(uk) is the gradient vector which corresponds to the
ηIHPS increasing direction and u = [uf ua]T. The iteration step size, ak, is kept constant
until no new direction can be found for ηIHPS to increase, and ak is then reduced by the
bisection method up to the desired accuracy.
Convergence of the gradient algorithm to a global maximum can be verified given the
convex form of the efficiency map for the whole range of FC loads. An example of the
efficiency map is given in Fig. 2.4 for the FC load of 100A. The maximum efficiency for this
load is 33.6% while the optimal setpoint is [u∗f u
∗
a] = [20.75 29.00].





























































Figure 2.4: Efficiency map of the IHPS at load Ist=100A (numbers on the contours indicate
corresponding efficiency)
Using the same procedure for each operating load, the optimal steady state setpoint





T and other critical operating
variables (ex. T cpox∗Ist ) that can serve later as controller setpoints. The optimization results
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are shown in Fig. 2.5 and can be approximated by the regression expressions :
u∗f = 7 · 10−7I4st − 0.0003I3st + 0.0637I2st − 4.9581Ist + 149.12 (2.23)
u∗a = 0.3135Ist − 2.3897 (2.24)
W ∗f = 5 · 10−5Ist − 0.0005 (2.25)
W ∗a = 0.0003 · Ist − 0.0023 (2.26)
where Wf and Wa are the corresponding optimal flows in (kg/s) of air and fuel when using
u∗f and u
∗
a. Those four curve fits for the optimal setpoints are valid for the range of FC
loads between 20% and 80%.



































































Figure 2.5: Optimal Air and Fuel Flows and Setpoints vs. FC Load
As illustrated in Fig. 2.4, the optimal operating setpoint lies close to the operating
boundary of the system, where the operating boundary is defined as the locus of points
where ηIHPS = 0%. Outside this boundary the produced H2 is less than that required by
the FC. This trend is observed for the whole range of operating loads of the system. As a
result, the system is susceptible to steady state H2 starvation when there are uncompensated
loads during steady state and transient operation. To avoid modeling errors and to react
fast to load variations, a combination of feedforward and feedback control is designed.
It is important to point out that according to the optimization results, all the optimal
operating points, independent of the load applied to the FC, occur at λ∗O2C = 0.69 and
T cpox∗ = 980K. Note that the optimization of the overall IHPS efficiency (5.3) leads to a
CPOX oxygen to carbon ratio (λ∗O2C) that is greater than the value corresponding to the
maximum H2 production for the CPOX reactor (λO2C = 0.5 as indicated in Fig. 2.3).
In order to explain this result, one has to notice that while both POX and TOX reactions
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in (2.9)-(2.10) are exothermal, the TOX releases 20 times more heat than the POX reaction.
The CPOX temperature, which is highly coupled to the H2 production in the case of the
integrated IHPS, is a function of both the heat released by the reactions inside the CPOX
and the temperature of the incoming air and fuel flows. Moving λO2C towards 0.5 will
promote H2 production but suppress the TOX reaction which only occurs for λO2C > 0.5.
Thus the contribution of the TOX reaction to the CPOX temperature will be reduced and,
as a result, the CPOX reactor has to rely on preheating the inlet flows by the CB. Since both
variables (the H2 and heat) are essential for the system to function properly, the optimal
point (λ∗O2C = 0.69) reflects a balance between the H2 production in the FPS and heat
generation in the CB and the CPOX reactors for steady state operation. Thus, the overall
IHPS optimum cannot be defined through optimization of individual components.
Another interesting optimization result is the H2 utilization (UH2) in the FC seen in








where WwroxH2 is the amount of hydrogen supplied to the FC (i.e., exiting the WROX) and
W reactH2 is the amount of H2 consumed in the FC at a given load. The need for decreasing the
H2 utilization as load increases is dictated not only by the need for excess H2 for preheating
as load increases, but also by the fuel cell efficiency. At higher loads, excess H2 promotes
the fuel cell efficiency and in turn the overall system efficiency of the IHPS. Indeed, the
H2 utilization in both the IHPS (Fig. 2.1a) and the EHPS (Fig. 2.1b) are found to be
equal after dedicated EHPS optimization was performed. Thus, the need for decreasing the
utilization at high loads is mostly due to the requirement for high FC efficiency (37% at
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Figure 2.6: H2 Utilization vs. FC Load
The IHPS will exhibit higher efficiency and lower fuel consumption when compared
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against the EHPS as shown in Fig. 2.7. Note that the efficiency shown in Fig. 2.7 is the





At high loads efficiency increase of up to 12% and fuel consumption decrease of up to
16% can be achieved. Thus the addition of a hydrogen recirculation CB is quite beneficial
for such a fuel processing unit.





































Figure 2.7: Efficiency and fuel consumption of IHPS and EHPS
2.5 Open Loop Dynamic Analysis
Examining the transient performance of the system using static feedforward control
enables us to gain insight on the system dynamics. The open loop system dynamics are
examined by utilizing the optimal steady state setpoint maps derived from the optimization
results, where for a given load, the fuel and air operating setpoint are defined by the
feedforward maps (2.23),(2.24).
The open loop response of the system for two consecutive load steps is shown in Fig. 2.8.
For the initial small step of 90-100A, the fuel processor provides the fuel cell with the
required amount of H2 in order to meet the load demand. For the second larger step of 100-
150A though, the H2 generation is below the demanded H2 level for a considerable period of
7 seconds. Starving the fuel cell for 7 seconds can cause power loss and membrane damage
while it jeopardizes the life span of the stack [66]. Moreover, a 65 degrees overshoot in the
CPOX temperature within 15 sec is observed, which can have damaging consequences for
the CPOX reactor. Both issues are highlighted on Fig. 2.8. Since the feedforward maps
correspond to maximum efficiency steady state operation, it is not surprising that the open
loop control is inadequate in preventing H2 starvation when a large load step is applied.
In order to identify the root cause of the H2 starvation and temperature overshoot
of the IHPS, we consider three critical processes that affect the generation of H2 during
24
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Figure 2.8: Open Loop Performance during 90-100A and 100-150A steps
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load changes. Analyzing those processes will provide insight into the control problem and
the system design. The first critical process is found to be the CB temperature variation
during a step change in load. When a step load is applied, the H2 flow is depleted at a
rate faster than it is produced, due to the slow time constant of the FPS. This results
in reduction or even elimination of the H2 flow to the catalytic burner, which in turn
results in a temperature reduction in the CB and eventually a temperature reduction of the
inlet air and fuel flows. However, the thermal inertia and relatively large time constant of
the CB prevents the temperature from dropping quickly and therefore helps maintain the
temperature at a level that does not affect the H2 production. A comparison of the IHPS,
where the CB temperature is a function of the H2 present in the anode exhaust, with an
imaginary system where the CB temperature is maintained constant at a nominal value,
is given in Fig. 2.9a and b. The two responses are almost identical, with the constant CB
temperature response (Fig. 2.9b) exhibiting slightly less H2 starvation. Consequently, the
CB temperature variation during load increase is not the main cause of the H2 starvation
problem.
Time (sec)
H2  flow (gr/s)
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Figure 2.9: Transient performance comparison of (a) original IHPS (b) system with constant
preheating temperature (c) system with suboptimal efficiency maps (d) system with HDS
volume reduced to 0.1m3
Furthermore, the feedforward controller, which is based on steady state optimization,
places the system close to its operating boundaries and therefore makes it susceptible to
H2 starvation. A suboptimal efficiency map corresponds to the increased excess fuel usage
which implies increased H2 production in steady state. As a result the difference between
the required H2 and the produced is increased leading to increased safety margins at the
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price of reduced efficiency. In the case of a suboptimal efficiency setpoint, shown in Fig. 2.9c,
there is an efficiency reduction from 33.5% to 28.7% and the severity of the H2 starvation
is reduced substantially.
The third and most important cause of the H2 starvation can be attributed to reactor
sizing issues. The large residence time of the HDS, due to the slow kinetics of the fuel
desulphurization [75], imposes the requirement of a relatively large volume compared to the
adjacent volumes of the MIX and the HEX. The combination of the large volume in the fuel
path, the small volume of the air path and the large flow of air compared to the fuel flow
causes the MIX pressure to build up at a rate faster than the HDS pressure during transients.
In turn the pressure difference between these volumes initially exhibits an undershoot until
the HDS pressure manages to build up again as illustrated in Fig. 2.10. Since flow is a
function of the pressure difference (Phds − Pmix), the same undershoot is observed for the
fuel flow (Wf ) which causes the oxygen-to-carbon ratio, λO2C , to overshoot.
Based on the CPOX reaction map, given in Fig. 2.3, an overshoot in λO2C from its nom-
inal steady state operating point of 0.69 to 1.15, implies a steep decrease in H2 production.
One way to avoid this is by decreasing the HDS volume in the model. The responses of
the original system, with V hds = 0.3 m3 [58], and of an imaginary system that has a con-
siderably smaller HDS volume of 0.1 m3 are given in Figures 2.9a and 2.9d respectively.
For the latter case, the H2 starvation problem is significantly mitigated. If future advances
in the desulphurization process produce more compact HDS reactors, then the transient
performance of the system would improve. Note that recent advances in desulphurization
technology allow the use of multiple smaller HDS reactors [9, 65] which would require precise
switching control.
A straight forward solution to the transient problems is to apply an air rate limiter since
the air flow chokes the fuel flow during transients. Such a configuration is seen in Fig. 2.11.
A rate limiter to restrict the current drawn from the fuel cell is also required since the air
rate limiter alone does not eliminate the H2 starvation problem due to the system dynamics.
For a load step of 100 to 150A a 2 %/sec rate limiter and a 10A/sec rate limiter for the air
command and the current demand, respectively, are required.
Given the nonlinear dynamics of the plant, a constant rate limiter is not suitable for
all load transitions. If this solution is pursed, a more elaborate load governor would be
required as presented in [73] or a scheduled filter rate as in [69]. However, limiting the rate
of load change would slow down the system response and lead to deteriorated load following
performance. Rate limiters or load governors are add-on mechanisms that are applied to
systems whose control capabilities have otherwise been fully explored.
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Figure 2.11: System configuration and response with air rate limiter
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CHAPTER 3
Model-Based Control and Closed Loop Robustness of a Fuel
Processor with Exhaust Heat Recirculation
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we investigate the effectiveness of using observer-based feedback con-
trol to improve the transient performance of the IHPS. In particular, our objective is to
reduce the H2 starvation problem and to control the CPOX temperature overshoot while
maintaining efficient steady state operation by utilizing the optimized feedforward maps.
Furthermore, the robustness of the designed controller is evaluated under various uncer-
tainty scenarios. It is shown, via model-based analysis, that the closed loop performance
does not deteriorate significantly under the examined scenarios.
The control architecture presented here is based on setpoint error regulation, using the
optimal setpoint maps defined in Sec. 2.4 through the plant optimization. The controller
is implemented by augmenting integrators to the estimator-based feedback controller. In
deciding which signals need to be regulated and are best suited as feedback variables in the
controller, one has to consider the control requirements (namely, anode H2 partial pressure
and T cpox regulation), the sensitivity of measured signals to the fuel and air actuators, as
well as the ease of measuring those signals. Ideally we would choose the CPOX temperature
T cpox and the partial pressure of H2 leaving the anode as the feedback variables, as they
are linked directly to the control objectives [59]. Unfortunately, hydrogen partial pressure
PH2 is difficult to measure, while estimating it requires elaborate modeling of the fuel cell
polarization characteristics [59, 25]. We thus choose the CB temperature T cb instead. The
CB temperature T cb is closely coupled to the H2 starvation problem. During transient
operation, reduction of T cb from its optimal steady state value T cb∗ implies reduction of the
H2 leaving the anode exhaust and in turn, H2 starvation. The only drawback of using T cb
instead of PH2 is the slow dynamics due to the associated thermal inertia. As we show later,
this drawback can be eliminated by a model-based closed loop estimator that compensates
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for the slow T cb dynamics.
3.2 Feedback Control Design and Analysis
The IHPS model developed can be expressed as a function of the states x, the inputs u
and the disturbance w as
ẋ = f(x, u, w). (3.1)
with the linear approximation of the IHPS plant being
δẋ = Ap · δx + Bp · δu + Bw · δw (3.2)
δz = Cz · δx (3.3)
where δ(·) = (·)− (·)o and (·)o refers to the linearization setpoint. The model has 19 states
(Fig. 2.2) and two inputs, namely the fuel and air command. The current is treated as a
measured disturbance to the system. The performance variables considered are the CPOX
and CB temperatures.
u = [uf ua]T , w = Ist , z = [T cpox T cb]T. (3.4)
The medium load of 100A is chosen as the linearization point. At that load, the opti-
mization yielded steady state fuel and air input commands of 20.75% and 29%, respectively.
By looking at the eigenvalues of the linearized IHPS plant, there is a large difference be-
tween the smallest (−0.024786) and the largest one (−7062.4), indicating a very stiff system
(cond(Ap) = 8.4313 · 1015) with potential difficulties in tuning and assuring performance





= 2.5 · 1011, (3.5)
where cond, Qobs indicate the condition number and the observability gramian, respectively.
A balanced realization [18] (pp.372-376) shows that only 5 states are needed to describe
the dynamics of the chosen performance variables. This plant will be referred to as the
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bt-plant and can be expressed as:
δẋbt = Abt · δxbt + Bbt · δu + Bwbt · δw (3.6)
δz = Cbtδxbt (3.7)
where δxbt = Tδx. Analyzing the balanced transformation matrix T we conclude that
the important original states are P hds, T cb, T cpox, PwroxH2 and m
hexf
c . This is inferred by
examining the rows that correspond to relatively large Hankel singular values in the five row
transformation matrix T . As expected, since we want to monitor the static and dynamic
behavior of T cpox and T cb, the balanced states in turn depend on T cpox and T cb as well.
Moreover, the transient behavior of H2 production and thus T cpox and T cb is highly coupled
with P hds due to the transient effects analyzed earlier in Sec 2.5. Finally, the fact that
PwroxH2 is important can be attributed to its correlation to the H2 production from the FPS
and in turn to the T cpox.
Checking the condition number of the observability gramian of the bt-plant we have
cond[Qbtobs,{C=Cbt}] = 34.3. (3.8)















































From: uaFrom: uf From: Ist
Figure 3.1: Nonlinear and bt-plant response to individual 0.1% steps in (ua, uf , Ist) from
(29, 20.75, 100) to (29.29, 20.96, 101)
The step responses of the linear bt-plant and the nonlinear full order plant are shown in
Fig. 3.1. It is interesting to note that even though the DC-gain of the ua-to-T cb linear trans-
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fer function is zero, the transient dynamics are captured while for the rest, the responses
of the bt and nonlinear plants are similar. Thus, as far as T cpox and T cb are concerned
we can conclude that no dynamic (transient) or static (DC-gain) information is lost by the
truncation of the original plant.
3.2.1 Controller Design
A first approach to the controller design is the derivation of full state feedback con-
trol which is designed using the LQR technique. The estimator design follows next. The
estimator is based on the bt-plant (3.6, 3.7) and is expressed as












and S is the solution to
AbtS + SATbt − SCTbtR−1L CbtS + QL = 0. (3.11)
with process noise covariance QL and the measurement noise covariance RL:
QL = I(m×m) + 100 ·BbtBTbt , RL = 100 · I(2×2). (3.12)
The estimator-based linear control law is
u− uw = −Kp · (x̂bt − xbtw)−KI · q (3.13)
where x̂bt = δx̂bt − xbto . So (3.13) becomes
u = uw −Kp · (δx̂bt + T (xo − xw))−KI · q (3.14)
where T is the 5× 19 transformation matrix and xw, uw satisfy the steady state condition
of (3.1) as
f(xw, uw, w) = 0 (3.15)
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with uw being the optimal steady state operating setpoint as defined by the optimization.
Note that when implementing the linear control law to the nonlinear IHPS plant, the (·)w
terms are given by a feedforward map as a function of the load. At the linearization load
of 100A, xo = xw|w=100 and xbto = Txo. Using (3.14) has several advantages over using
constant setpoints. Since at steady state both u − uw and x − xw go to zero, q has to go
to zero as well. Thus, even if the feedforward uw and xw maps are not perfect, it will take
a longer time for the integrators to become saturated. Compared to u − uo and x − xo,
another advantage is the initial step at the time of the load step that comes through the
feedforward maps, which helps speed up the transient performance of the system.
Furthermore, in (3.14), q are the integrator states of T cpox and T cb defined as
δq̇ = z − z∗ =
[







are the desired steady state points as obtained in Sec. 2.4. The control
gain for the augmented bt-plant (i.e., the bt-plant augmented with the two integrators) is
[Kp KI ] = R−1K B
T
augP (3.17)
and P is the solution to the Riccati equation
PAaug + ATaugP − PBaugR−1K BTaugP + CTaugQKCaug = 0. (3.18)
The weighting matrices QK and RK used for the controller inputs and the outputs, respec-
tively, are
QK = diag([1 0.5 1 0.1]) , RK = diag([10 10]). (3.19)
The tuning matrices for the design of Kp and KI are chosen in order to achieve the
desirable overshoot of the fuel and slowdown of the air command. Given the fuel actuator
saturation constraints (if applicable) the gains can be tuned accordingly. The tuning gains
for the design of L are chosen in order to achieve the desired matching between the full
state feedback and the estimator-based controllers responses.
Finally, a schematic of the application of the estimator-based controller to the nonlinear
model is given in Fig.3.2.
3.2.2 Performance Evaluation of the closed loop system
The feedback controller manages to improve the transient performance of the IHPS as

























Figure 3.2: Estimator-based controller applied to nonlinear plant
to regulate λO2C around its optimal value and reduce the undershoot of fuel flow that is
observed during open loop operation. As a result, the H2 production increases smoothly
and the H2 starvation problem is reduced.
Furthermore, the CPOX reactor temperature overshoot is substantially reduced. Appli-
cation of the observer-based feedback controller yields a small overshoot which is negligible
compared to the open loop performance where T cpox overshoots to 1060 K within 15 sec.
It is important to note that the performance achieved with the proposed controller,
that utilizes only temperature measurements, is comparable to the performance of the con-




(i.e., H2 partial pressure sensor). The latter measurement is significantly faster than T cb,
since it involves pressure dynamics instead of temperature but is only available for exper-
imental investigations. Thus, implementing a CB into an FPS, besides increasing signifi-
cantly the steady state efficiency, also provides an indirect measurement of the H2 starvation
that is easy to measure and can be utilized to control the transient response.
Finally, as shown in Fig. 3.3, even though the H2 starvation problem is substantially
alleviated compared to the open loop case, there is still a short period of hydrogen starvation
of about 0.9 sec. Obviously, the H2 production, due to the system dynamics (mainly due
to the volumes involved), cannot follow the desired step response. Thus, a load rate limiter
is still required to eliminate H2 starvation.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of Estimator FB, Open Loop (OL) and State FB Performance
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In combination with the designed estimator feedback controller, a very fast rate limiter of
40 A/sec is adequate to mitigate the H2 starvation problem completely compared a 10 A/sec
limiter required for the open loop case. Thus, with feedback control, the maximum allowable
speed for load application is increased by a factor of 4.
3.3 Closed Loop Robustness Evaluation
3.3.1 Robustness Against CPOX Clogging
A well-known problem for CPOX systems is clogging due to carbon build up and de-
formation caused by the aging process and occasional excess temperature. Risk of CPOX
clogging due to carbon formation is increased when reforming diesel or gasoline fuels, be-
cause of their heavy carbon concentration, but is still an issue when reforming natural
gas. Deformation of the CPOX catalyst can easily occur if the CPOX temperature exceeds
the meltdown temperature of the catalyst or backbone material (1000-1100 K), which can
be caused by large λO2C values [2]. Note that catalyst deactivation effects due to carbon
formation are not considered in this work, which may compound to the adverse effects of
CPOX clogging.
Clogging of the CPOX reactor leads to increased CPOX pressure drop that can be
emulated in our numerical simulation model by a reduction in the CPOX outlet effective
orifice area. Given the low operating pressure of the system examined in this work, even
small increase in the CPOX reactor pressure drop can affect the reactant flows and hence
the hydrogen produced by the FR. Figure 3.4 shows the effect of CPOX clogging to the FF
controlled FCFR system. Even at 10% CPOX clogging the amount of hydrogen produced
by the reformer is less than the amount required by the fuel cell, leading to prolonged
hydrogen starvation. Furthermore, there is a significant increase in the CPOX temperature
overshoot caused by the increased λO2C overshoot. CPOX temperature overshoot increases
from 68 K (0% CPOX clogging) to 87K (20% CPOX clogging). Even though both fuel
and air flows are clogged equally with the CPOX clogging, the fuel choking problem due
to the HDS observed in the nominal plant (0% CPOX clogging) is amplified. This can
be attributed to the increase in the CPOX and MIX pressure from 104.73 kPa to 105.81
kPa, which in turn causes increased resistance in the incoming fuel flow. Finally, the CB
temperature is reduced dramatically due to the prolonged anode hydrogen starvation (i.e.,
no hydrogen entering the CB).
Figure 3.5 shows the response of the FCFR system when combined FF and FB control
are applied. Mainly due to the integral action of the control scheme, the steady state values
of CPOX temperature and hydrogen production are regulated to the desired value (the same
value as for 0% CPOX clogging) for all levels of CPOX clogging. The transient response of
CPOX temperature deteriorates significantly, when compared to the nominal FB response,
37





















































































Figure 3.4: System Response with FF control for various CPOX Clogging
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0 0.9325 995.99 6.8749 1055.6
6 1.1095 998.38 9.5279 1047.5
12 1.5359 1001.2 Inf 1044
18 3.4581 1004.5 Inf 1041.4
24 4.4326 1008.4 Inf 1038.5
30 6.1035 1013.2 Inf 1035.3
Table 3.1: H2 Starvation Period (SP) and ST
cpox
max for different CPOX outlet orfice reduction
during a 100-150A step
but is kept under 1000 K. The starvation period (SP)1 is also kept within satisfactory limits
and degrades from 0.9sec (0% CPOX clogging), to 3.6sec (20% CPOX clogging).
The FF-FB control scheme mitigates the effects of CPOX clogging during steady state
by shifting the air and fuel operating setpoints in order to achieve the desired CPOX tem-
perature and hydrogen production. During transient operation, the controller increases the
overshoot of fuel and slows down air in order to mitigate the increase in CPOX temperature
overshoot.
3.3.2 Robustness Against HDS Clogging
In the open loop analysis of the system, the HDS volume in the fuel flow path upstream
of the mixer was identified as the main cause of the poor load following performance of
the system [77]. Due to the relatively large volume of the HDS and smaller fuel flow
rate (kg/s) compared to that of air, the fuel was restricted from entering the MIX during
load transitions, therefore causing hydrogen production delay. In this section the system
performance is evaluated under different levels of HDS clogging.
Utilizing only the feedforward map, the open loop system response is shown in Figure 3.6
for 0%, 10% and 20% HDS clogging. It can be seen that the system cannot operate open
loop with 10% or more HDS clogging, since the steady state hydrogen production is less
than the demanded amount by the fuel cell. Furthermore, the high CPOX temperature
caused by the HDS clogging would cause melt down of the CPOX reactor.
Contrary to the CPOX clogging case where both air and fuel flows are affected, only the
fuel flow is restricted with the HDS clogging. The resulting response though is similar due
to the increase in the MIX pressure from 104.73 kPa to 104.97 kPa. Note that in the CPOX
clogging case the pressure increase is larger given that the flow out of the CPOX is the
sum of the air and fuel flows entering. That explains why at 20% CPOX clogging, the FF-
1SP is defined as the period during a load transition where the demanded amount of hydrogen is higher
than the amount of hydrogen produced.
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Figure 3.6: System Response with FF control for various HDS Clogging
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Figure 3.7: System Response with FF-FB control for various HDS Clogging
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FB system performance exhibits increased deterioration compared to 20% HDS clogging.
Again, there is a significant increase in the FF CPOX temperature overshoot, which is a
result of the increased λO2C overshoot (i.e., increased fuel choking). At 20% HDS clogging
the CPOX temperature overshoot is 78 K while for the nominal plant it is 68 K.
When the FF-FB controller is applied, the system exhibits satisfactory performance
both in steady state operation and during the transient. The steady state performance is
achieved by increasing the fuel command as the HDS clogging gets worse, while the air
command at steady state remains unchanged. The transient performance is restored by
increasing the overshoot in the fuel and slowing down the air command, thus overcoming
the increased fuel choking. The CPOX temperature is maintained below 1000 K during the
transient.
3.3.3 Robustness Against CB Parameter Uncertainty
Since the CB temperature is a critical measurement in the designed feedback controller,
it is important to ensure the robustness of the system against uncertainty of the CB model
parameters. The dynamic response of the CB temperature is mainly a function of its mass
and heat capacity constants, namely the parameter φcb = mcbbedc
cb
Pbed. The nominal value of
φcb used in the model and in the observer design is based on approximate data (mcbbed=10
kg, ccbPbed=500 J/kgK, φcb=5000 J/K [1]). Estimation of the heat capacity or the mass of
a reactor can vary significantly based on whether the catalyst, the pipes or the shell of the
reactor are taken into account.
In this section we examine whether the system performance is affected when varying
φcb. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the response of the plant with 0.8φcb, φcb and 1.2φcb during
a 100-150A load step change with FF and FF-FB. The hydrogen starvation period and the
maximum CPOX temperatures remain practically unchanged in all three cases for both
control schemes. Even though with FF control the response time of Tcb varies when φcb
changes, the FF-FB performance is not affected.
3.3.4 Robustness Against Fuel Composition Uncertainty
The initial analysis of the system was done using a 100% pure methane natural gas
fuel. Natural gas consists of 87% to 96% (molar ratio) of methane and normally includes
small amounts of ethane, propane and nitrogen. Traces of butane, pentane, hexanes, carbon
dioxide and hydrogen can also be found in natural gas [21]. The exact fuel composition varies
depending on the place of fueling and after-treatment methods applied to the extracted
natural gas. The effects of variable natural gas composition have been studied extensively
in direct injection engines and have been found to have a big effect in ignition delay and
peak temperature [48]. The performance of the fuel cell based system under investigation is
also greatly affected in terms of the hydrogen production and CPOX temperature as shown
43






























































































Figure 3.8: System Response with FF control for various φcb
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Figure 3.9: System Response with FF-FB control for various φcb
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Table 3.2: Fuel Compositions Examined
(Mole %) Fuel 1 Fuel 2 Fuel 3
CH4 100 87.0 94.9
C2H6 0 5.2 2.5
C3H8 0 1.9 0.7
N2 0 5.6 1.6
Other 0 0.3 0.3
here.
Using an equilibrium Gibbs minimization reactor, as in the initial model, it is verified
that the CPOX reaction products as a function of the O2/C ratio defined for the new fuel do
not change for the same temperature conditions. Thus, the same maps can be employed (as
in Figure 2.3). The fact that no fuel component other than methane is found in the output
products, even at low λO2C ratios, can be explained by the relatively large methane content
in the fuel (>87% ) and increased selectivity of ethene and propane against methane in the
oxidation reaction (i.e., ethane and propane are oxidized first) [3]. The fact that the maps
are the same, though, does not guarantee the same hydrogen production due to the potential
different equilibrium temperature when using the predetermined feedforward maps for air
and fuel commands (i.e., same air and fuel flows for variable fuel compositions).
In order to account for variable composition in the reformer mixture, the CPOX tem-







mix − Tref )−
−ccpoxP (T cpox − Tref )) + ∆H0] (3.20)
where the heat capacity of the incoming flow from the mixer, cmixP , is now a weighted sum of
all the species in the fuel and air composition while the enthalpy of formation of the inlets
minus the products, ∆H0, also takes into account the ethane, propane and other species in
the fuel. The fuels examined in this work are given in Table 3.2, where “Other” indicates
traces of butane, pentane and oxygen. The corresponding steady state and transient FF
response of the system using these three fuels is given in Figure 3.10 while the closed loop
in Figure 3.11.
In Figure 3.10, the FF controlled scheme exhibits prolonged hydrogen starvation when
Fuel 2 and Fuel 3 are used, while the CPOX temperature is also significantly increased
for these fuels. Note, that the CPOX temperature overshoot remains constant, contrary to
the previous scenarios examined and it is the steady state values that are mainly affected.
This was also verified by examining the eigenvalue (pole) of equation 3.20 which remains
46



























































































Figure 3.10: System Response with FF control for various fuels
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Figure 3.11: System Response with FF-FB control for various fuels
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constant, for all three fuels, i.e., the thermal capacity of the mixture is practically constant
since methane content is large in all fuels.
The FF-FB performance with all three fuels is acceptable as far as hydrogen and CPOX
temperature responses are concerned. The degradation of the SP is negligible while the
deterioration in CPOX temperature overshoot is small and can be attributed to the slight
increase in reformer pressure due to the shifted air and fuel commands. Thus, the ability of




Model of a Hybrid Solid Oxide Fuel Cell and Gas Turbine
System
4.1 Introduction
Hybrid solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) and gas turbine (GT) systems provide a means
of clean, efficient and high density power production. In addition, the fueling flexibility
of SOFC systems makes hybrid SOFC/GT systems particularly appealing for marine and
military applications. The integration of SOFC and GT, however, imposes a number of
challenges because of the highly complex and tightly coupled subsystem dynamics. The
goal of this work is to investigate the feasibility of utilizing the hybrid Solid Oxide Fuel Cell
(SOFC) and Gas Turbine (GT) power system, shown in Fig. 4.1, for shipboard applications.
A system consisting of a gas turbine, a burner and an SOFC is examined to gain fundamental
understanding of the system dynamics. A control-oriented dynamic model is developed to
provide the critically needed tool for system feasibility analysis and control strategy design.
System optimization and transient analysis are performed based on the system model to
determine the desired operating conditions and load following limitations. It is shown
that the open loop system will shutdown in the case of a large load step. Based on the
insights from the open loop analysis and from the development of a reduced-order model, a
feedback control scheme is proposed in the next chapter. The feedback scheme is composed
of a reference governor, that guarantees stability during transitions and a proportional
controller that improves the transient performance by adding extra fuel in the catalytic



















Figure 4.1: Hybrid SOFC/GT Configuration
4.2 System Overview and Operating Principles
The system investigated is shown in Fig. 4.1 and is composed of a compressor (C), an
SOFC stack rated at 30kW, a catalytic burner (CB), and a turbine (T) which drives a gen-
erator (GEN). The 30 kW hybrid SOFC/GT system analyzed in this work is intended as an
auxiliary power unit (APU) for military and commercial applications. Other components,
such as the reformer and the heat exchangers, are not included in this work in order to
focus on the coupling dynamics between the SOFC and the GT. The coupling dynamics are
governed by the flow exchange between the SOFC and the GT, thus only these core compo-
nents are included in our analysis. In order to further analyze the overall SOFC/GT system,
including all the balance of plant (BOP) equipment, additional modeling and component
integration should be performed in the future.
For the hybrid SOFC/GT system shown in Fig. 4.1, air is supplied to the cathode side of
the SOFC by the compressor, while pre-reformed fuel is fed to the anode side. The exhaust
from the SOFC outlet passes through the CB where the un-used fuel is burned to increase
the temperature and pressure of the flow. The high temperature and high pressure flow from
the CB then powers the turbine, thereby providing a mechanism to recuperate the exhaust
energy. The turbine drives both the compressor and the generator; the former delivers the
air needed for the SOFC stack operation and the latter provides additional electrical power
for the system. The net power output is calculated as the sum of the electric power from
the SOFC and the generator power. The overall model was developed in Matlab/Simulink
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and can capture both the steady state and dynamic behavior of the system, while the SOFC
spacial distributions of temperature and pressure are also captured. The high complexity
of the SOFC model yields a 55 state model, of which 52 are from the SOFC, 2 are from
the CB and 1 is from the GT shaft dynamics. For control analysis, model reduction is
pursued later in this dissertation in order to gain insights on the states that are important
in implementing the load following control strategies for the system.
4.3 Literature Review
Publications focusing on the dynamic behavior and load transitions of hybrid solid
oxide fuel cell and gas turbine systems are fewer than the ones focusing on steady state
performance in today’s literature. Most work done on SOFC/GT systems includes cost and
efficiency studies for optimal design and material selection. In this section, the main results
and tools for prediction of the performance of SOFC/GT systems found in the literature
are presented.
A cost versus efficiency analysis in [45] indicates the increase in system efficiency and
reduction in cost can be achieved when a GT cycle is integrated with an SOFC. Increase
in SOFC efficiency is shown by Yi in [90] when the SOFC operating pressure increases at
the expense of capital cost. An efficient and low cost solution for pressurizing the SOFC
system is the addition of a GT. Further increase in efficiency is observed by Yang et. al.
when internal reforming is used [89]. Yang compares SOFC internal and external reforming
and states that the advantage of the internal reforming, in terms of efficiency, is more
evident in the hybrid systems than in the stand-alone SOFC system due to the higher
exhaust temperature (i.e., higher exhaust energy content) and the capability of the system
to harvest the exhaust energy. Steady state modeling, optimization and parametric studies
in [37, 46, 51, 67, 80] determine the theoretical maximum electrical efficiency of a combined
SOFC and GT cycle to be around 60%, while exergy analysis in [10] reveals that the SOFC
stack, amongst the other components in the SOFC/GT cycle, has the highest energy losses
(i.e., the SOFC is the least efficient out of the SOFC/GT components). Furthermore, several
SOFC/GT static analysis publications, especially [80], state that energy recuperation, while
it increases the steady state efficiency, imposes more stringent constraints on the thermal
and load management of the system due to the higher system complexity that arises from
the pressure coupling of the SOFC with the GT.
A dynamic model of an SOFC/GT system is developed in [61]. The model is validated
using start up operation experimental data provided by Siemens Westinghouse and the au-
thors note that the model, built from first principles, can reasonably predict the dynamic
performance of a complex hybrid FC/GT system. The authors of [84] develop a dynamic
model of an SOFC/GT system and evaluate the matching between that model and a lin-
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Figure 4.2: Operating principle of co-flow planar SOFCs [86].
match only for small variations (less that 10%) in the inputs. Thus, the nonlinearities cannot
be ignored in the system model and performance analysis. In [70], using dynamic analysis,
it is identified that regulating the shaft speed in a SOFC/GT system can be achieved by
direct injection of fuel flow in the catalytic burner. Finally, the authors of [71] pointed out
that: “With a given constant generator power, the system is at an unstable equilibrium.
Departing from steady-state, for example, a step increase of the generator power will lead
to deceleration of the shaft speed. No new equilibrium will be found within the valid bounds
of shaft speed”. The authors note that proper shaft speed regulation can be achieved via
“trial-and-error tuning of a PID controller”, using as feedback the error between the actual
air flow and the air flow setpoint. The system stability, though, is not guaranteed for a load
step different than the one the PID controller was tuned for. In our work a more elaborate
feedback control scheme is designed to enhance stability.
4.4 Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Model
The SOFC model utilized in this work was developed by Xi in [86], where a thorough
model-based control analysis was performed and the issues associated with an SOFC sys-
tem coupled with a fuel reformer were addressed. It is shown that thermal management
and reactant ratio control are required to ensure the transition capabilities. The model
is included here for a self-contained system model presentation. In this work a co-flow
(i.e., parallel-flow) SOFC arrangement is utilized as shown in Fig. 4.2. The SOFC model
is composed of three separate sub-models, namely the electrochemical sub-model, the mass
balance submodel and the energy balance sub-model. The full model is then developed by
integrating those submodels as presented in the following sections.
Note that in this work the fuel entering the SOFC is assumed to be partially reformed,
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containing CH4, CO2, CO, H2O, H2 and N2, and has the following fixed molar fraction
composition:
xf = (xCH4 , xCO2 , xCO, xH2O, xH2 , xN2) = (0.016, 0.018, 0.163, 0.037, 0.324, 0.442),
(4.1)
while in the air channel, we assume:
xa = (xO2 , xN2) = (0.21, 0.79). (4.2)
In order to capture the spatial distribution of important variables in the SOFC, such as
current density and temperature, the model presented in [86] utilizes discretization via the
finite-volume method. Using this approach, the cell is virtually divided into a user-defined
number of units along the gas flow direction, where the electrode and electrolyte layers
are considered as one assembly structure, called the PEN (Positive electrode-Electrolyte-
Negative electrode). In one discretization unit, variables such as the current density, tem-
peratures and pressures are assumed to be homogeneous. Dynamic governing equations for
each unit in the SOFC model are derived by applying the electrochemical, thermal dynamic
and fluid flow principles. These discretization units are then integrated to form the SOFC
model by imposing the gas flow, heat exchange and current distribution relations. The
following assumptions are used in [86] for developing the SOFC model:
1. The cell is considered equipotential because of the high electrical conductivities of the
interconnectors (i.e., all the SOFC discretization units have the same voltage).
2. The current is produced only by the oxidation of H2, and CO reacts only through
the WGS reaction (i.e., the CO does not contribute directly to the electrochemical
reaction to produce current).
3. All gases obey the ideal gas law.
4. The Nusselt number is constant and does not depend on the flow.
5. Adiabatic boundaries are assumed for the cell (i.e., no heat losses from the SOFC
walls to the environment).
4.4.1 Electrochemical Sub-model
The operating voltage of one discretization unit of the cell can be calculated by:
U j = U jOCV − (ηjohm + ηjact + ηjcon), j = 1, 2, ...J, (4.3)
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where j is the index of discretization units. U jOCV is the open circuit voltage and the last
three terms in Eqn. (4.3) represent various potential losses in the jth unit. For notation
simplicity, the superscript j will be omitted in the following equations. The open circuit
voltage can be determined by the Nernst Equation as follows






where TPEN is the temperature in the PEN structure, pH2O, pH2 and pO2 are partial pres-
sures of H2O, H2 and O2, respectively, and ηohm is the ohmic loss due to the internal
resistance in the SOFC. The activation loss, ηact, is due to the energy barrier to be over-
come in order for the electrochemical reaction to occur, and can be characterized by the
Butler-Volmer equation. The concentration loss, ηcon, reflects the overpotential due to the
species diffusions between the reaction site and the bulk flow in the gas channels. The
approach used in [4] is adopted in [86] as well to calculate the concentration overpotentials.
Finally, the polarization relation in each discretization unit, as denoted by the following
nonlinear algebraic function, can be determined in the electrochemical submodel based on
the local conditions, including the PEN temperature and species pressures:
U = f(i, pH2 , pO2 , pH2O, pa, TPEN ), (4.5)
where the details on the expression for the function f are given in [86]. It is noted that
there is no state in the electrochemical submodel.
4.4.2 Mass Balance Sub-model
The mass accumulated in the fuel and air channels are calculated in the mass balance
sub-model. Each discretization unit of the cell has eight states, representing the molar
concentrations of different gas species, i.e., CH4, CO2, CO, H2O, H2 and N2 in the fuel
channel, and O2 and N2 in the air channel.
The mass balance dynamics in the fuel channel for one discretization unit are described
as follows:
ṁxf = Wxf ,in + Wxf ,produced −Wxf ,out, (4.6)
where mxf is the mass in the fuel channel of species xf and Wxf ,in, Wxf ,produced, Wxf ,out
are the inlet, produced and outlet flow of species xf in the fuel channel. Note that the
produced flow of species xf is a function of the reaction rates, as presented in [86].
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Similarly, the mass balance dynamics in the air channel are expressed as:
ṁxa = Wxa,in + Wxa,produced −Wxa,out, (4.7)
where mxa is the mass in the air channel of species xa and Wxa,in, Wxa,produced, Wxa,out are
the inlet, produced and outlet flow of species xa in the air channel, respectively. Similarly,
the produced flow of species xa is a function of the reaction rate.
4.4.3 Energy Balance Sub-model
The temperature dynamics in the SOFC are calculated in this submodel. In the planar
SOFC model, the cell is usually divided into several temperature layers to represent the
temperature distribution along the axis perpendicular to the cell plate. In the model pre-
sented in [86], there are five layers, namely the fuel bulk flow, the air bulk flow, the PEN,
the fuel-side interconnector and the air-side interconnect in each discretization unit of the
SOFC. For the cells at the boundaries of the stack, the fuel/air-side interconnectors have
to be considered as separate temperature layers in the model.
The temperatures of these layers are calculated by solving the dynamic equations of
energy balance in each layer. The heat transfer considered in the model includes the con-
vection between the bulk flows and their surrounding solid structures, the conduction in
solid layers as well as radiation between PEN and interconnectors.






Habsin,f −Habsout,f + QconvPEN/f + QconvI/f + Qr,f
)
, (4.8)
where Habsin,f − Habsout,f accounts for the inlet and outlet absolute enthalpy difference in the
fuel channel, QconvPEN/f and Q
conv
I/f account for the convective heat exchange between the fuel
flow and its surrounding solid layers, namely the PEN and I layers, and Qr,f is the energy
released from the oxidation reaction in the anode. Details on each of those terms can be
found in [86].






Habsin,a −Habsout,a + QconvPEN/a + QconvI/a −Qr,a
)
, (4.9)









where mPEN , cp,PEN are mass and heat capacity of the PEN structure, respectively. The
QcondPEN term in (4.10) accounts for the conductive heat transfer in the PEN structure, the
QconvPEN/f , Q
conv
PEN/a terms account for the convective heat exchange between the PEN and
its surrounding gas flows, the Qr,PEN term accounts for the energy released by the electro-
chemical reaction, QradPEN accounts for the radiation from interconnectors to PEN and iU
for the electrical work done by the cell.





QcondI −QconvI/f −QconvI/a −QradI
)
. (4.11)
Finally, given the total mass in each channel and the temperature, the corresponding
pressure is calculated using the ideal gas law.
4.4.4 SOFC Cell Model
The model of the SOFC is then obtained by integrating the dynamic equations of all
the discretization units and following the flow continuity, boundary conditions and current
distribution relations.
Based on the equipotential assumption, the following relations are imposed among the
discretization units:
U j = Ucell, j = 1, 2, ..., J, (4.12)
J∑
j=1
Ij = Itot, (4.13)
where J is the total number of discretization units, Ucell the operating voltage of the cell,
Ij and Itot are the currents drawn from the jth unit and the whole cell, respectively.
By the continuity of the gas flows in a co-flow SOFC, we assume that the flow exiting
the j − 1 unit of the fuel or air channel is equal to the flow entering unit j:
W jin,f = W
j−1
out,f , (4.14)




Given the small pressure drop across the fuel cell, it is assumed that the flow exiting
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the fuel and air channels is governed by the linear orifice equation:
W jout,f = kf (p
j
f − pj+1f ), (4.17)
W jout,a = ka(p
j
a − pj+1a ), (4.18)




f are the pressures of the air or fuel
channels at the jth unit.
Finally, assuming adiabatic boundaries, we have














4.4.5 Selection of Number of Units
The selection of discretization units is an important modeling parameter, which has
significant impact on the model accuracy and computation load. Figure 4.3 shows the
simulation results of steady-state current density profiles for different numbers of units under
the same operating condition [86]. Refined discretization grids can provide more accurate
spatial profiles of the variables, such as the temperature and current density distributions,
and therefore lead to improved representation of the fuel cell behaviors. However, the
computation time increases drastically as the number of the discretization units increases.
In this work, since the interaction of the SOFC with the CB and the GT, and not the
SOFC itself, is the main focus, we use the SOFC model with a minimum of 4 discretization
units that are shown to capture adequately the average temperature and current distribution
profile [86].
4.5 Turbine and Compressor Model
The GT model incorporates the shaft rotational speed dynamics, the compressor and
the turbine sub-model. Only the shaft dynamics are considered, while the turbine and
compressor are modeled using static algebraic equations. The main variables used in those
models include pressure p, flow W , temperature T and power P . Note that the subscripts
denote the component (c for compressor and t for turbine) and the inlet or outlet (1 or
2, respectively). For example, Tc2 denotes the outlet temperature of the compressor. A
schematic, with all the main variables denoted at their corresponding position, is shown in
Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Current density profiles for different number of discretization units [86].
4.5.1 Shaft Rotational Speed Dynamics
The turbocharger rotational dynamics are determined by the power generated by the
turbine, Pt (W), the power required to drive the compressor Pc (W) and the power drawn




Ptηm − Pc − Pgen
α ·N · J , (4.21)
where N is the turbocharger speed in rpm and ηm is the turbine mechanical efficiency that
accounts for energy losses due to friction. The turbine efficiency is considered constant and
equal to a typical value of 0.95. The turbocharger inertia J = 1.27 · 10−3 (kg ·m2) is the
sum of rotor inertia, compressor inertia and turbine wheel inertia about the axis of rotation.
The factor α = (2π/60)2 is a result of converting the speed from rad/s to revolutions per
minute (rpm).
4.5.2 Compressor Model
Neglecting heat losses, the power Pc required to drive the compressor can be related to
the mass flow rate through the compressor, Wc, and the total enthalpy change across the
compressor from the first law of thermodynamics as









Figure 4.4: Compressor, Turbine, Shaft and Generator Schematic
where hc1 and hc2 are the enthalpy of the inlet and the outlet flow, respectively. Assuming
that the specific heat coefficients of air do not change, we have:
Pc = Wccairp (Tc2 − Tc1), (4.23)
where Tc1 and Tc2 are the absolute temperature at the inlet and the outlet of the compressor,
respectively, and cairp is the specific heat coefficient of the air. If c
air
p is specified in J/gK,
Wc in g/s and Tc1, Tc2 are in K, then the units of Pc are (W). For an isentropic process,
the temperature ratio can be related to the pressure ratio (i.e., compressor outlet pressure,












where γ is defined as the ratio of the constant pressure specific heat over the constant
volume specific heat as
γ = cp/cv. (4.25)
To account for the fact that the compression process is not isentropic, the compressor
isentropic efficiency, ηc, is introduced:
ηc =
Tc2,is − Tc1
Tc2 − Tc1 . (4.26)
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Then, the compressor outlet temperature, Tc2, and consumed power, Pc, are expressed as:
























It is conventional to specify the compressor map (Fig. 4.5) in terms of non-dimensional












Figure 4.5 depicts the compressor map utilized in this work for N̄c ranging from 5500 to
10500 with a 500 step, with pc2/pc1 as a function of φc. For each speedline, there are two
limits to the flow range. The upper limit is due to choking, when the flow reaches the velocity
of sound at some cross-section. In this regime no further flow increase can be obtained by
reducing the compressor outlet pressure and the speedline slope becomes infinite. The lower
limit is due to a dangerous instability known as surge. During surging a noisy and often
violent flow process can occur causing periods of backflow through the compressor. The
specific value of φc at which surge occurs depends not only on the compressor characteristics
but also on the properties of the installation downstream of the compressor. Typically, this
value is where the slope of the speedline is zero or slightly positive. The left-hand extremities
of the speedlines may be joined up to form what is known as the surge line.
Instead of utilizing the maps as lookup tables, it is preferred to express them in a
functional form with coefficients determined from the experimental data. This guarantees
a smooth interpolation between data points and allows extension of the maps beyond the
region for which experimental data are available. For the maps utilized in this work, the
fitting expressions and the methodology used to derive them are discussed next.
For each speedline, the maximum efficiency value is denoted by ηc,max(N̄c) and the value
of φc where ηc,max(N̄c) is achieved is denoted as φc,max(N̄c). The functions ηc,max(N̄c) and
φc,max(N̄c) can be approximated by the following polynomials as:
ηc,max(N̄c) = (14.76 + 0.0146N̄c − 8.562 · 10−7N̄2c )/100, (4.31)
φc,max(N̄c) = −0.002616 + 2.5851 · 10−6N̄c. (4.32)
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Figure 4.5: Compressor map as a function of φc and pc2/pc1 for N̄c ranging from 5500 to
10500 with 500 units increments
































Figure 4.6: Compressor Efficiency vs. φc and pc2/pc1 for N̄c ranging from 5500 to 10500







1− 60(φc,max(N̄c)− φc)5/4, φc ≤ φc,max(N̄c)
1− 8000(φc − φc,max(N̄c))2, φc > φc,max(N̄c)
. (4.33)
Furthermore, to develop a representation of φc, we express the values of φc on the choke
line, φchc (N̄c), and the pressure ratio values on the choke line, PR
ch
c (N̄c) as:
φchc (N̄c) = −0.00232 + 2.131 · 10−6N̄c, (4.34)






1 + 0.5819(1− exp(15(pc2/pc1/PRchc (N̄c)− 1))) , pc2pc1 ≤ PRchc (N̄c)
1− 8.728((pc2/pc1/PRchc (N̄c)− 1) , pc2pc1 > PRchc (N̄c)
.(4.36)
The curves resulting from this fitting are shown in Fig. 4.6.
4.5.3 Turbine Model
The turbine is powered by the energy of the exhaust gas. The power output of the
turbine, Pt, can be obtained from the first law of thermodynamics, neglecting the heat
transfer, as:
Pt = Wt(ht1 − ht2), (4.37)
where ht1 and ht2 are the enthalpy of the inlet and the outlet turbine flow, respectively.
Treating the exhaust gas as an ideal gas (constant specific heat), we obtain:
Pt = Wtcp(Tt1 − Tt2), (4.38)
where the units are the same as in (4.23). For a given pressure ratio across the turbine, the













where Tt2,is is the temperature of the exhaust gas leaving the turbine if the expansion were
isentropic. In turn, the turbine isentropic efficiency defined as
ηt =
Tt1 − Tt2
Tt1 − Tt2,is , (4.40)
is used to get the following expressions for the turbine outlet temperature and power:






















As in the compressor maps, it is conventional to use the non-dimensional mass flow rate











For the turbine maps used in this work, the mass flow parameter is not a function of the













− g + 1
)(γ+1)/γ
, (4.45)
where Aeff = 0.07m2 is the effective flow area and g = 0.9 is pressure ratio where the flow
becomes zero. The result of this fitting is shown in Fig. 4.7. Finally, the isentropic efficiency












where D denotes the turbine blade diameter. Note that, similar to the flow calculations,
the efficiency was not considered as a function of the shaft rotational speed. Figure 4.8,
shows the relationship between the blade-speed ratio, U/C, and the isentropic efficiency ηt.
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Figure 4.7: Turbine map as a function of φt and pt2/pt1













Figure 4.8: Turbine Efficiency vs. blade-speed ratio
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4.6 Catalytic Burner Model
The catalytic burner (CB) is the device where the remaining fuel from the SOFC anode
is burnt with the remaining air from the SOFC cathode in order to increase the flow tem-
perature before it enters the turbine. In modeling the CB, the dynamics taken into account
are the mass dynamics via the mass balance as
dmcb
dt
= Wca + Wan −Wt, (4.47)
where Wan, Wca are the anode and cathode outlet mass flows, respectively, and Wt is the
flow through the turbine.















where HTcb , HTref are the enthalpies of the inlet or the outlet flow at temperatures Tcb and
Tref , respectively, while Ho is the enthalpy of formation of the inlet or outlet flow. Note
that mcbbed and c
cb
p,bed are properties of the CB bed reactor and thus are considered constant.







where ni is the molar flow of species i, cip is the specific heat of species i as a function
of temperature and T is the temperature at which the enthalpy is calculated. In order to
calculate the outlet flow composition, and in turn the outlet enthalpy HoutTcb , we assume that
the remaining H2 and CO are oxidized instantaneously (i.e., equilibrium reactor).





Note that the pressure of the CB is considered as the inlet pressure of the compressor.
Finally, the difference of this model and the CB model used in the reformer system presented
in Ch. 2, is that temperature dependent quadratic polynomials were used for the specific
heat capacity of each species entering or leaving the CB and also the CO oxidation, besides
H2, is taken into account in this model.
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4.7 System Model
The overall model of the hybrid SOFC/GT system is obtained by integrating the compo-
nent models. A corresponding schematic denoting all the states, inputs, controls and main
variables is shown in Fig. 4.9. In order to integrate the submodels the following conditions
and assumptions were used:
1. The compressor outlet pressure is equal to the pressure of the first SOFC discretization
unit.
2. The turbine inlet pressure is equal to the pressure of the catalytic burner.
3. The air and fuel flow from the SOFC to the CB is dictated by the pressure difference
between the last SOFC discretization unit and the CB.
4. The flow out of the CB is dictated by the turbine maps, i.e. given the pressure and
temperature conditions at the CB outlet, the turbine maps yield the flow out of the
CB and through the turbine.
5. The fuel flow in the SOFC does not have any dynamics and is thus always equal to
the commanded fuel flow.
6. The generator load is an input to the system and is utilized in determining the shaft
rotational speed through the shaft dynamics.
The first two assumptions are commonly used in turbocharger modeling and the cal-
culation error is negligible. The fifth assumption could potentially affect the system per-
formance, though, most systems incorporate fuel buffer that allows for fast fuel changes.
Finally, note that the actuators used to control the system are the fuel flow, Wf , the current
drawn from the SOFC stack, Ist, and the generator load, Pgen as highlighted in Fig. 4.9.
Open loop simulations of the integrated model are shown in the next chapter, after the
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Figure 4.9: Hybrid SOFC/GT Schematic including inputs, controls, states and variables
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CHAPTER 5
Steady State Optimization and Open Loop Analysis of a
Hybrid Solid Oxide Fuel Cell and Gas Turbine System
In this chapter, results on steady state optimization, open loop analysis and model
reduction will be delineated. In order to achieve maximum system efficiency, model-based
optimization is performed using the gradient algorithm to determine the setpoints for the
fuel flow, the generator load and the SOFC current. Feedforward control, which utilizes the
actuator setpoints obtained from the optimization for each load point, is developed and the
resulting system responses are analyzed. The analysis reveals that load transitions using
feedforward control configuration is not possible for the highly integrated SOFC and GT
system. System shutdown is observed when a large load step is applied. This phenomenon
is attributed to the shaft rotational dynamics and the rapid increase in generator load. In
Ch. 6, in order to avoid shutdown during load transition, a reference governor controller
is developed and applied to the hybrid SOFC/GT system in order to filter the generator
command. Finally, a proportional controller is used to regulate the fuel flow directly in the
catalytic burner in order to allow for faster load transitions.
5.1 Steady State Optimization
The hybrid SOFC/GT system involves multiple actuators and inputs whose setting will
dictate the system operation safety and efficiency. In this section, three inputs: the fuel
flow supply, the current drawn from the SOFC and the load applied to the generator, are
considered. For a given fuel flow, there are infinitely many combinations of currents drawn
from the SOFC and loads applied to the generator that yield different net powers. Note
that the net power produced, Pnet, of the system is defined as the sum of the power output
of the fuel cell Pfc and the power output of the generator Pgen:
Pnet = Pfc + Pgen. (5.1)
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In order to determine the maximum steady state net power output for a given fuel flow




(Pnet) for a given Wf . (5.2)






for a given Wf , (5.3)
where ηSOFC/GT is the efficiency of the hybrid SOFC/GT system defined using the lower
heating value of the fuel, QLHV , as:
ηSOFC/GT =
Pnet
QLHV ·Wf . (5.4)










(Wf ) for a given Pnet, (5.6)
when optimization is performed over the entire range of net powers.
By repeating the optimization problem (5.2) for different fuel flows, the optimal steady
state operation setpoints are obtained as shown in Fig. 5.1, which depicts the current density
to be drawn from the SOFC unit1, the required fuel flow and the power delivered by the
generator as functions of the net power generated by the integrated system. The results
can be used as static feedforward maps to schedule the actuators and power split to achieve
maximum steady state efficiency for different power demands. This configuration is referred
to in this work as the open loop control scheme.
When operating the hybrid system using the optimal input setting, the resulting fuel
cell and generator power split ratio, Pfc/Pnet; the fuel utilization, FU ; and the cell voltage,
Vcell, are shown in Fig. 5.2. The power split ratio is on average equal to 0.82, i.e., 82% of the
net power is provided by the SOFC throughout the operational range. The fuel utilization





has a decreasing trend with respect to net power. Decreasing the fuel utilization implies
that the pressure of fuel in the fuel cell increases, thus favoring the SOFC efficiency and
1Note that Ist = Ac · i, where Ac is the cell area.
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Figure 5.1: Steady State Optimal Setpoints (FF map) for current density (i), Fuel and
generator load (Pgen) as a function of load
in turn the net power (through the voltage). Furthermore, with the decreasing of the fuel
utilization in the SOFC, more fuel is burnt in the CB thus more energy is delivered to
the turbine to support the compressor for air delivery. Finally, the increasing cell voltage
with respect to the net power can be attributed to the decreased fuel utilization which, as
mentioned above, leads to an increased fuel partial pressure in the SOFC.
Figure 5.3 shows the net power, Pnet, and the fuel cell power, Pfc, as a function of
SOFC fuel utilization (FU) and generator power, Pgen, for a constant fuel flow. Note that
the algebraic relationship that couples the fuel utilization (FU), the current and the fuel
flow can be expressed as:
Wf =
Ist · Cn ·Mf
F · FU(8xCH4 + 2xCO + 2xH2)
, (5.8)
where Cn is the number of cells, Mf is the molar weight of the fuel, F is Faraday’s constant
and x(·) is the molar fraction of species (·) in a mole of fuel. It is noteworthy to see that
again the optimal setpoint lies at the boundary of feasible operating points. Drawing more
power than the optimal value by the generator for a given fuel flow will result in an infeasible
operating point (i.e., Pnet=0 kW). This is because the reduced power to the compressor will
lead to reduced air in the SOFC, starting a vicious cycle for the hybrid system through the
mechanical and thermal coupling that ends up in air starvation and system shut-down.
Another interesting observation from Fig. 5.3 is that when the generator power is reduced
by an amount δPgen, then there is a reduction in the net power more than δPgen. From
(5.1), this result implies that reducing the generator power also reduces the SOFC power.
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Figure 5.4: Open loop feedforward control for hybrid SOFC/GT system
Reducing Pgen from the optimal (maximum) setpoint implies more power will be delivered
to the compressor, thereby sending more air to the SOFC which cools it down and results
in reduced SOFC power output.
5.2 Open Loop Analysis
5.2.1 Open Loop Response
Without any feedback control in place, we consider the open loop response when a
demanded load power step, from P dnet=20 kW to P
d
net=25 kW, is applied. The open loop
system configuration is shown in Fig. 5.4, where the input is the desired net power P dnet and
the output is the produced net power Pnet. The optimal input settings, identified from the
optimization, are used to change the fuel flow, the current, and the generator power from
5.8 to 7.6g/s, 7296 to 8946 A/m2 and 3.30 to 4.05 kW, respectively, synchronized with the
change in power demand. It is observed that the system shuts down in about 20 seconds
after the steps are applied. For a smaller step though, from 20 to 20.5 kW, the shaft is
able to support the applied load and the system reaches the desired net power after 31 s.
During the 20 to 25 kW step, the large increase (step) in the generator load deprives the
compressor from having enough power to supply the air during the transient to support the
SOFC operation, causing the turbine shaft to stall and eventually the system to shut down.
Therefore, open loop feedforward scheduling without load rate limiting or load filtering is
not an option for rapid load following.
In order to understand the dynamics that cause the shutdown during the load tran-
sient, we consider the response when the steps in Wf , Ist and Pgen are applied separately.
Figure 5.5, shows the Pnet response when (a) all three actuators are stepped up from their
optimum values corresponding to P dnet = 20 kW to their optimum values corresponding to
P dnet = 25 kW and (b) when only Ist and Wf are stepped up from their optimum values
corresponding to P dnet = 20 kW to their optimum values corresponding to P
d
net = 25 kW
while Pgen is constant at its optimum value corresponding to P dnet = 20 kW . Note that
shutdown occurs only in case (a).
The response to a net power step down from 20 to 18 kW, is shown in Fig. 5.6. During a
net power step down, due to the rapid reduction of the generator load, there is a significant
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Figure 5.5: Load step response when (a) stepping up Wf , Ist and Pgen and (b) stepping up
only Wf and Ist
overshoot in air supply to the SOFC. This causes a smooth reduction of the SOFC temper-
ature. However due to the large SOFC thermal inertial, this temperature transient happens
gradually and smoothly. Thus, no transient issues for load shedding can be identified.
5.2.2 Transient Response with Rate Limiter
Given that a rapid increase in the generator load was shown to be the main cause of
system shutdown, an intuitive solution is to add a rate limiter to slow down the application
of Pgen. Multiple rate limits are examined, varying from 3.3 to 6.7 W/s. From Fig. 5.7, one
can see that the system shutdown is avoided, however, the net power response will depend
on the rate limit.
To understand the response shown in Fig. 5.7, we refer to (5.1). As noted at the end
of Sec. 5.1, if Pgen is decreased the SOFC power decreases as well. Thus, the net power
is reduced directly through Pgen and indirectly through Pfc, when the generator power is
reduced:
Pnet = Pfc(Pgen) + Pgen. (5.9)
The generator power affects the SOFC power via the GT coupling. Varying Pgen will affect
air supply to the SOFC and in turn the SOFC temperature. Lower Pgen corresponds to
higher shaft speed and more air cooling of the SOFC. The power of the SOFC, in turn,
decreases with temperature (the rate of internal reforming reactions is decreased at lower
temperatures).
Overall, if Pgen is not maximized at each time step, then the net power is lower and the
load following performance is compromised. With this open loop configuration the fastest
rate limiter on Pgen that will not cause shutdown for a 20 to 21 kW step is 6.5 W/s. This
rate limit results in a Pnet settling time of 168 s. Note that a constant rate limiter optimized
for a given step will be suboptimal for smaller steps but insufficient to prevent shutdown
for larger steps. In the next chapter, a more elaborate feedback control scheme is proposed
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Figure 5.6: Load step response from 20 to 18 kW
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Rate Limit 3.33 W/s
Rate Limit 4.00 W/s
Rate Limit 5.00 W/s
Rate Limit 6.66 W/s
Figure 5.7: Step response from 20 to 21 kW with various rate limiters on Pgen
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Tpen Pnet Ptc
O/U DC NMP O/U DC NMP O/U DC NMP
Wf U - yes O + no O 0
Ist O + yes U - yes O/U 0
Ucell Wc N
O/U DC NMP O/U DC NMP O/U DC NMP
Wf O + no O + no O + no
Ist U - no O/U + yes O/U + yes
Table 5.1: Actuator authority table indicating overshoot (O), undershoot (U), positive or
negative DC gain and non-minimum phase behavior.
that guarantees stable operation for any load step.
5.2.3 Actuator Authority Evaluation
In order to gain insights on the system’s operation and understand the interactions be-
tween actuators and various system parameters, we proceed in presenting and analyzing
the time and frequency response of various parameters to actuator signal variations. In the
sequel, the actuator authority is evaluated with respect to its effects on the PEN tempera-
ture, net power Pnet, shaft speed N , compressor air flow Wc, voltage Uc, as well the quantity
Ptc = Pt − Pc 2. The Bode plots and the 1% step responses from the actuators to the pa-
rameters mentioned above are shown in Fig. 5.8-5.18. The linearization was performed at
the equilibrium with setpoints corresponding to desired net power of 20 kW. Note that for
the time responses shown, a separate step change in Pgen is not possible since the generator
power is maximized for each Wf setpoint and any attempt to increase Pgen would result in
system shutdown.
The characteristics of the responses of different variables with respect to the actua-
tors are summarized in Table 5.1. This table indicates whether the response of a variable
exhibits overshoot (O) and/or undershoot (U) during a 1% step increase in the correspond-
ing actuator, whether the DC gain of the linear system is positive or negative and finally,
whether the transfer function has a non-minimum phase (NMP) zero. Those characteristic
are explained below and the main conclusions are presented. Note that the effects of the
actuators on the voltage, the air flow and the rotational speed can be inferred via the effects
of the actuators on the PEN temperature, the net power and Ptc.
































































Figure 5.8: Bode Plots from (Wf , Ist, Pgen) to Tpen
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Figure 5.9: Tpen time response during a 1% step in Wf and Ist starting from the setpoints











































































Figure 5.10: Bode Plots from (Wf , Ist, Pgen) to Pnet
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Figure 5.11: Pnet time response during a 1% step in Wf and Ist starting from the setpoints
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Figure 5.12: Bode Plots from (Wf , Ist, Pgen) to Pt − Pc
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Figure 5.13: Pt−Pc time response during a 1% step in Wf and Ist starting from the setpoints










































































Figure 5.14: Bode Plots from (Wf , Ist, Pgen) to cell voltage
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Figure 5.15: Voltage time response during a 1% step in Wf and Ist starting from the




























































Figure 5.16: Bode Plots from (Wf , Ist, Pgen) to Wc
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Figure 5.17: Wc time response during a 1% step in Wf and Ist starting from the setpoints


























































Figure 5.18: Bode Plots from (Wf , Ist, Pgen) to N
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Figure 5.19: N time response during a 1% step in Wf and Ist starting from the setpoints
corresponding to 20 kW
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Actuator Authority on Tpen
A step increase in fuel flow causes initially an overshoot in the CB temperature since
more fuel enters the CB. Due to the GT coupling though, higher temperature cor-
responds to higher rotational speed on the shaft. In turn, higher speed allows for
more air into the SOFC which at lower frequencies (towards steady state operation)
cools down the SOFC. Increasing the generator load causes a decrease in the shaft
rotational speed and thus the PEN temperature is increased (less air flow into the
SOFC). Finally, a step up in current drawn from the SOFC initially decreases the
PEN temperature since fuel is depleted instantaneously (i.e., due to less heat from
internal reforming reactions). Towards lower frequencies, less fuel corresponds to less
turbine power and less air flow to the SOFC and thus the temperature increases.
Actuator Authority on Pnet
A step increase in Wf causes a rapid overshoot in the SOFC voltage due to fuel
pressure increase and in turn to the Pnet. At steady state, increased Wf delivers
higher Pnet since the partial pressure of fuel is higher. A step increase in Ist causes
an undershoot in voltage since the fuel is depleted instantaneously. At steady state,
an increase in current results in decreasing the operating voltage. An increase in Pgen
will cause the same increase in Pnet (since Pnet = Pfc + Pgen) at high frequencies. At
steady state (since Pfc is also a function of Pgen) the fuel cell power will increase. The
increase in Pgen decreases air supply to the SOFC and causes higher temperature.
Higher SOFC temperature corresponds to higher SOFC power output.
Actuator Authority on Ptc = Pt − Pc
A step increase in Wf causes a rapid overshoot in Ptc due to the fast pressure (i.e., flow)
dynamics which in turn cause a rapid overshoot in the turbine power. At steady state,
Ptc is equal to its previous steady state value since Pgen is constant. A step increase
in Ist will cause a significant undershoot in Ptc due to the fuel consumption increase
and lower turbine inlet temperature. Thus, if a rapid increase in Ptc is desired, the
fuel is a more suitable actuator. This result will be used in Ch. 6 to develop a control
scheme that improves the transient response.
5.2.4 Shutdown Trajectory Characterization
In this section, more detailed analysis reveals that the shutdown is initiated by the gas
turbine and specifically the shaft dynamics. The rotational speed of the shaft N , and thus
the air flow to the SOFC, is a function of the power balance on the shaft. The rotational
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Steady State Curve for Pnet=20kW
Steady State Curve for Pnet=20.5kW
Steady State Curve for Pnet=21kW
OL Response to 20−20.5kW step
OL Response to 20−21kW step
Failure Point during 20−21kW step
Figure 5.20: System response during a 20-20.5 kW and 20-21 kW step in a Pt − Pc vs N
plot




Pt − Pc − Pgen
α ·N · J =
Ptc − Pgen
α ·N · J (5.10)
where the acceleration dN/dt is a function of the turbine power Pt minus the compressor
power Pc and the generator power Pgen over the speed N and the shaft inertia J . A
large load step corresponds to a large Pgen step, causing the speed to drop (dN/dt < 0).
Figure 5.20 shows the trajectories on the (Pt − Pc, N) plane for the responses to a step in
P dnet from 20 to 20.5 kW and from 20 to 21 kW. For the latter step, it can be seen that the
trajectory will slide towards the lower left corner of the (Pt−Pc, N) plane until the system
shuts down, namely N = 0.
Given that the use of the full-order model for analytic investigation of the shutdown
phenomenon is prohibitive due to its complexity, we attempt to develop an equivalent
2-state model to capture the effects of Pgen on the shaft rotational speed. The equivalent
schematic of the SOFC/GT plant given in Fig. 5.21, where the shaft dynamics are separated
from the SOFC, C and T models. To capture the effects of the Pgen input, we ignore the
effects of Wf , Ist for the moment and approximate the dynamics from N to Ptc with simple
first-order dynamics 1/(τs + 1). We know that at steady state, as shown in Fig. 5.20, the
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Figure 5.21: Equivalent schematic of SOFC/GT system with Shaft dynamics separated
relationship between N and Ptc can be approximated by a second-order polynomial of the
form:
Ptc = aN2 + bN + c, (5.11)
with a < 0. Multiplying the right hand side of the equation with the first-order dynamics,













For a given set of inputs (Wf , Ist, Pgen)=(6.2 g/s, 7620 A/m2, 3558 W ), the parameters
in (5.12) can be identified from the full-order model as
(a, b, c, τ) = (−5.1 · 10−6, 1.17, −63520, 0.005).









2 + bτ N +
c
τ − 1τ Ptc
(Ptc − Pgen)/(α ·N · J)
]
. (5.13)
The following theorem, utilizes this second-order system to show that if during an in-
crease in Pgen the shaft speed drops below the point where dPtcdN > 0 before it reaches its
desired setpoint, the system will not be able to recover. This condition can be useful in
detecting the shutdown phenomenon and can be utilized in a control scheme as a constraint.
In case the control scheme (for example a reference governor) utilizes model-based simu-
lations to determine the generator load that will not cause shutdown, then this constraint
can be used to indicate the onset of shutdown and thus reduce simulation time.
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Theorem 5.1 Consider the system in (5.13) with states x = [N, Ptc]T and input
Pgen. When an input step increase from Pgen1 to Pgen2 is applied and the operating
point x(t) enters the following set:
Z =
{






where Ptc,ss and Nss are the equilibrium points with input Pgen2.
Proof: We want to show that if x(t) ∈ Z, then x(t) is outside the region of attraction

















where (N, Ptc)ss1 is a stable and (N,Ptc)ss2 is an unstable equilibrium point.
We can consider the following Lyapunov function (i.e., the distance of the operating










V (x) > 0, ∀ x 6= xss, V (xss) = 0, ‖x‖ → ∞⇒ V (x) →∞. (5.19)
The derivative of V can be expressed as
V̇ (x) = Ṗtc(Ptc − Ptc ss) + Ṅ(N −Nss). (5.20)
For
x(t) ∈ Z ⇒ V̇ (x) > 0, (5.21)
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which implies that the distance between the operating point and the equilibrium is
increasing and thus the trajectory is heading away from the equilibrium. The second
step is to show that if
x(to) ∈ Z ⇒ x(t) ∈ Z ∀ t ≥ to. (5.22)
This can be verified using the quadratic form of the nonlinearity in (5.12) and the
phase portrait of the system, shown in Fig. 5.22. Thus, conditions (5.21) and (5.22)
imply that all the points that belong in Z do not belong in the region of attraction of
the stable equilibrium.
Physically this theorem says that unless the power into the shaft (Pt−Pc) is increasing
when the speed is decreasing, then the system has no way of stabilizing itself. If the speed
is dropping and at the same time the energy powering the shaft is dropping, the speed will
keep dropping until the system shuts down. This same analysis applies to the full-order
model developed here, but since the dynamics of Ptc cannot be expressed analytically we
utilized the equivalent second-order model.
Furthermore, note that the equilibrium points lie on the intersection of the following
curves:
aN2 + bN + c− Ptc = 0 (5.23)
Ptc − Pgen = 0. (5.24)
where (5.24) is noted in in Fig. 5.22 (Ptc = 3558 kW). It can be seen that (5.23) is a
manifold that attracts both the stable and unstable trajectories. This is a direct result of
the fact that the time constant τ for the Ptc dynamics is relatively faster than that for the
N dynamics. Thus, the trajectory converges to the curve in the (Ptc, N) plane that satisfies
(5.23).
Shaft Energy Balance
Following the analysis on the previous section, it can be seen that in order to keep the
operating point within the region of attraction of a stable equilibrium, there are two possible
solutions:
• Limit the shaft speed deceleration. This can be achieved by filtering the load applied
to the generator such that the drop in shaft speed will not drive the trajectory to an
unsafe region, or
• Guarantee that Pgen is supported by increasing Ptc during the transient. This can be
accomplished by feeding extra fuel into the system during the transient.
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Trajectory outside the RoA








Figure 5.22: Phase portrait of simplified system with states Ptc and N
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Another expression of the above solutions can be obtained by exploring the energy












α · J . (5.25)
Note that the energy that we put into the shaft (Ein =
∫
(Pt − Pc)dt) minus the energy
we draw from the shaft through the generator (Eout =
∫
Pgendt) is a function of the initial
and current rotational speed. Given the energy equation, the possible solutions to mitigate
shutdown can be expressed as:
• Reduce Eout by filtering the generator load Pgen or
• Increase Ein, by adding extra fuel in the system during a transient to support the
generator load.
These observations will be combined and implemented in the control scheme proposed in
the next chapter. It will be shown that the proposed controller enhances both the stability
by preventing shutdowns and the load following capabilities of the system.
5.3 Nonlinear Reduced-Order Model Development
The model shown in (5.13) captures only the effects of Pgen on the shaft dynamics. In
order to gain further insights on the shutdown phenomenon and to identify the effects of
all three actuators on the system shutdown dynamics, we proceed to develop a physics-
based nonlinear reduced-order model with all three inputs included. First the states to be
used for the reduced-order model are identified through linear analysis, including the use
of linearization, balanced realization and truncation, followed by the development of the
nonlinear reduced-order model and analysis on its dynamics.
5.3.1 Dominant States in SOFC/GT Model
Using linear analysis tools, it is shown that the important states in describing the
transient system dynamics are the shaft speed, N , the CB temperature and CB mass.
The nonlinear model expressed as
ẋ = f(x, u), (5.26)
is linearized as:
δẋ = Aδx + Bδu, (5.27)
δy = Cδx + Dδu, (5.28)
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with
u = [P dnet] and y = [N ]. (5.29)
Note that the linearization was done at the P dnet=20 kW equilibrium and includes the
feedforward maps used for regulating Ist, Wf and Pgen. The linear plant is then normalized
as
δẋn = XssAX−1ss︸ ︷︷ ︸
An
·δxn + XssBU−1ss︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bn
·δu (5.30)
δyn = YssCX−1ss︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cn




δxn = Xssδx (5.32)
δun = Ussδu (5.33)










Uss = 1/uss (5.36)
Yss = 1/yss, (5.37)
and xiss for i = 1, ..., 55 are the steady state values of the states, uss = 20 kW and yss =
116880rpm. Finally, a balanced realization is obtained from the normalized plant where
each of the states is equally controllable and observable. Given that (An, Bn) is controllable,
(An, Cn) is observable, An is stable and that Wc and Wo are the corresponding controllability
and observability grammians, there exists a transformation matrix δxb = Tmδxn such that:
δẋb = TmAnT−1 · δxb + TmBn · δu (5.38)
δyb = Cn · T−1m δxb + DnT−1m δu (5.39)





W̄c = W̄o = diag([σ1 σ2 ... σn]), (5.42)
where σi are the Hankel singular values. Thus, if σi À 1 then xbi is strongly controllable
and observable and if σi ¿ 1 then xbi is weakly controllable and observable [18]. A plot of
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Figure 5.23: Hankel Singular Values for the states of the linearized, normalized and balanced
realization model
the Hankel singular values for all 55 states is given in Fig. 5.23. It can be seen that only 3
are the important states in the balanced realization model. In addition, by inspecting the
transformation matrix gains (TMG), we can obtain the dependency of these three states of
the Balanced Realization Plant (BRP) to the original states. The four maximum gains in
the first three rows of the transformation matrix are given in Table 5.2. The three dominant
states are predominantly related to the CB temperature, CB mass and rotational speed of
the GT shaft.
This result can also be explained physically since the rotational speed is a function of
the power balance on the shaft and as such the turbine power is directly related to the CB
temperature and mass flow. While the linear analysis helps in identifying the dominant
states, the linear model however does not capture the inherently nonlinear relation between
N and Ptc and consequently the linear model does not capture the shutdown phenomenon.
In the sequel, the development of a nonlinear reduced-order model (ROM) that can capture

























































Figure 5.25: Response of Full and Reduced-Order Models for variable load steps
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BRP State HSV TMG for mcb TMG for Tcb TMG for N Next Largest TMG
1 0.503 2.43 8.23 4.32 0.60
2 0.420 5.98 -12.21 -8.60 1.04
3 0.220 0.89 3.47 -0.60 0.01
4 0.010 1.21 -1.23 -11.34 0.18
Table 5.2: Hankel Singular Values (HSV) and Corresponding Transformation Matrix Gains
(TMG) for the Balanced Realization Plant (BRP).
5.3.2 Reduced-Order Model





Pt − Pc − Pgen
α ·N J , (5.43)
with the same GT models as in the full-order model (FOM). Since the GT model and the
GT maps do not incorporate any dynamic states and are a key in capturing the nonlinear
trends in the power response, they are kept unchanged in the reduced-order model. The




= Hair inabs + H
fuel in
abs −Houtabs − UstIst, (5.44)
where mA and cPA are the average mass and heat capacity of the SOFC and CB and
the absolute outlet enthalpy (Houtabs ) is calculated assuming that all the reactions happen
instantaneously. The instantaneous chemical equilibrium was analyzed in [87], where it is
shown that the reaction kinetics are very fast compared to the temperature dynamics and
thus can be ignored.

















The power is a function of the flow (W ), the heat capacity (cP ), the inlet temperature (T ),
the outlet/inlet pressure ratio (p2t/p1t) and the isentropic efficiency (ηh). Given the inlet
and outlet conditions, pressure and temperature, the remaining parameters that define the
power can be calculated based on the compressor and turbine maps incorporated in the
model. Furthermore, the inlet conditions for the compressor and the outlet conditions
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for the turbine are known and assumed constant (p1c = 1atm, Tinc=600K, p2t = 1atm,
Toutt=300K) as in the FOM.
Finally, although only the CB mass was found to be an important state, in order to
improve the accuracy of the ROM, two-mass dynamics are included:
dm1
dt
= Wc + Wfuel −Wout, (5.47)
dm2
dt
= Wout −Wt, (5.48)
where m1 and m2 are the mass in the SOFC and the CB volume, respectively. It was
found that taking into account the mass distribution, i.e., the pressure drop between the
compressor outlet and turbine inlet, the steady state matching of the FOM and ROM is
improved. Comparing the response of the full and reduced-order models in terms of the shaft
power (Pt−Pc−Pgen), the two model match well as shown in Fig. 5.25. Most importantly,
the shutdown effect is captured during a 660W step as shown in Fig. 5.25c. Finally note
that the period of time when the shutdown can be first identified, as shown in the previous
section, is when dN/dt < 0 (i.e., when Pt − Pc − Pgen < 0). This characteristic is captured
accurately by the ROM.
5.3.3 Region of attraction of Reduced-Order Model
In this section the region of attraction of the full-order model is identified and analyzed
in the light of the shutdown phenomenon. Let us first define the region of attraction of a
stable equilibrium of a dynamic system as:
Definition 5.1 Region of Attraction [32]: Let x = xss be an asymptotically stable
equilibrium point for the nonlinear system
ẋ = f(x) (5.49)
where f : D → Rn is locally Lipschitz and D ⊂ Rn is a domain containing xss. Let
φ(t; x) be the solution of (5.49) that starts at the initial state x at time t = 0. The
region of attraction of the equilibrium, denoted by RA(xss), is defined by:
RA(xss) = {x ∈ D|φ(t; x) is defined ∀ t ≥ 0 and φ(t; x) → xss as t →∞} . (5.50)
In this work, since the equilibrium point is a function of the external input (i.e., xss(P dnet)),
the RoA, for simplicity, will be denoted as a function of net power, i.e., RA(P dnet). Through
the feedforward maps, a given P dnet corresponds to a predetermined set of inputs Ist, Wf
and Pgen. The boundaries of the region of attraction for P dnet = 20 kW for the hybrid
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SOFC/GT system is shown in Figures 5.26 and 5.27 as a function of the states (m2, T, N).
Note that the state m1 was not found to be important for the RoA, i.e., the RoA was shown
to be invariant of m1.
From the region of attraction boundaries it can be seen that if the initial condition for
the mass and the rotational speed is high then the required initial condition requirement
for the temperature is lowered. This trend can be explained by noting that the higher the
initial temperature, mass and rotational speed are, the higher the turbine power (or turbine
energy) is. The energy provided to shaft increases as temperature, mass and rotational
speed increase. Thus, for example to reach the stable equilibrium starting at low mass, low
rotational speed and P dnet = 20 kW, the temperature has to be high in order to make up
for the energy needed to support the load on the GT shaft.
The RoA provides a numerical tool to capture and understand the shutdown phe-
nomenon. For example, consider the case that the system is settled at an equilibrium
point xss(Pnet1) with Pnet1 < 20kW . If it is required to step up the power to 20 kW, the
system will shutdown if
xss(Pnet1) /∈ RA(Pnet = 20 kW ).
On the other hand if
xss(Pnet1) ∈ RA(Pnet = 20 kW ),
the system can reach the desired equilibrium. The same two scenarios hold if at time t = t1
the system is not at steady state but at some transient operating point x0 = (m2, T, N)0
with input P dnet = Pnet1 < 20 kW . If
x0 ∈ RA(Pnet = 20 kW ),
it is safe to switch the demanded net power to 20 kW. Otherwise the system will shutdown
if that step is applied. This idea is utilized in the next chapter to determine whether a step
in net power is possible and to develop a control scheme for the hybrid SOFC/GT system.
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Figure 5.26: RoA lower boundary for reduced-order model and equilibrium (m2 =
0.114 kg/s, T = 1189 K, N = 116100 rpm) for Pnet = 20 kW (3D)


























Figure 5.27: RoA lower boundary for reduced-order model and (m2 = 0.114 kg/s, T =
1189 K, N = 116100 rpm) for Pnet = 20 kW (2D)
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CHAPTER 6
Feedback Control Design for a Hybrid Solid Oxide Fuel Cell
and Gas Turbine System
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter a feedback control scheme is presented to enhance both stability and
performance for the hybrid SOFC/GT system. The control scheme is composed of a ref-
erence governor that modifies the generator command such that no shutdown occurs and
a proportional controller that changes the fuel into the catalytic burner such that the load
following performance can be improved. The reference governor uses an estimate of the
region of attraction of the model to determine the allowable step size of the generator com-
mand. The proportional controller uses the turbine power as the feedback signal to calulate
the extra required fuel in the catalytic burner or the fuel cell and consequently to increase
the energy to the shaft during a transient. A combination of the incremental step reference
governor (IS-RG) and the proportional (P) controller is presented at the end and shown to
avoid shutdown and increase the response speed.
6.2 Incremental Step Reference Governor
Guided by the analysis of the shutdown dynamics in Ch. 5, we propose a load governor for
the generator to throttle the load application whenever necessary to avoid shut down. While
the controller is designed based on the reference governor approach found in [34, 35, 73], the
novel aspect of this development lies in the implementation algorithm. In the conventional
reference governor approach, the feasible step size of the reference command is determined
online through repeated simulations and optimization. The model is simulated forward
in time over a given horizon and if the constraints are violated for any time during the








Figure 6.1: Schematic explaining the IS-RG principle
the constraints are satisfied for the simulated trajectory, the value of the reference command
is increased by the bisection algorithm until it converges [73]. However, for the complex
hybrid SOFC/GT model at hand (with 55 states), the conventional reference governor
approach will be very computational demanding and thus infeasible due to the required
simulation time.
In this work, the load governor for the generator is synthesized by analyzing the region
of attraction of the equilibria corresponding to each intermediate command inputs. To make
the implementation of the controller feasible, the region of attraction for each equilibrium
is characterized in terms of the dominant states, namely (Tcb, mcb, N). To describe the
algorithm analytically, we first give the following definition:
Definition 6.1 Permissible Incremental Step (IS) Change
Let
x1 = (Tcb, mcb, N) ∈ RA(P dnet = P0). (6.1)
If
x1 = (Tcb, mcb, N) ∈ RA(P dnet = P0 + δPnet), (6.2)
then δPnet is a permissible IS change (i.e., the power can be increased by δPnet).
A graphic explanation of the permissible incremental step change is shown in Fig. 6.1.
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of the closed loop SOFC/GT plant with the IS-RG controller
P0 + δPnet), thus δPnet is not a permissible incremental step at t = t1. At time t = t2 the
operating point belongs in RA(P dnet = P0 + δPnet), thus P0 to P0 + δPnet is permissible.
A schematic of the proposed closed loop configuration, with the incremental step refer-
ence governor (IS-RG), is shown in Fig. 6.2. The IS-RG utilizes a lookup table of the RoA
boundaries in order to determine whether an incremental step load δPnet is permissible. At
each time t the IS-RG evaluates the permissibility of an incremental increase on net power
δPnet . If the current operating point (mcb, Tcb, N) at time t and with input Pnett belongs
to the region of attraction of the equilibrium with input Pnett + δPnet then the step can be
applied without causing future system shutdown. A formal definition of the IS-RG is given
here:
Definition 6.2 Incremental Step - Reference Governor (IS-RG)
For the dynamic system of the form ẋ(t) = f(x, u), given the desired input ud(t) and
δPnet = constant, the IS-RG calculates the input up(t) according to:
up(t + δt) =
{
min [up(t) + δPnet, ud(t)] , if δPnet is a permissible IS;
min [up(t), ud(t)] , if δPnet is not a permissible IS
where up(t + δt) denotes the input to be applied at the next time step after t.
The IS-RG applies incremental steps to the reference command unitl the final desired
setpoint is reached. To guarantee that the desired setpoint will be reached, i.e.,
lim
t→∞up(t) = ud,
a sufficient condition is that δPnet is chosen such that:
xss(Pnet = P0 + kδPnet) ∈ RA(Pnet = P0 + (k + 1)δPnet), k = 0, 1, 2, ... , (6.3)
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i.e., the equilibrium with the current input, P0 + kδPnet, should belong to the region of
attraction of the equilibrium with P0 + (k + 1)δPnet. Condition (6.3) can be satisfied by
choosing δPnet to be sufficiently small. If an intermediate equilibrium, xss does not belong
to the region of attraction of the next equilibrium, we ran into the possibility of reaching
an intermediate equilibrium for Pnet < P
final
net and remaining at that equilibrium without
being able to increase the load any further. It is shown later that a small δPnet will not slow
down the system as long as the sampling time is relatively faster than the system dynamics.
To summarize, given the permissible input up and the desired input ud, the IS-RG
algorithm is given below. Note that in case of a step down in the desired input, the
controller takes no action in filtering the inputs and simply sets the permissible input equal
to the desired. This is done for the SOFC/GT system since an equilibrium for a given input
always belongs to the region of attraction of an equilibrium with a smaller input (i.e., lower
Pnet). Thus, response of the closed loop system with the IS-RG to a step down is identical
to that of the open loop without the IS-RG, shown in Ch.5 (Fig. 5.6).
IS-RG Algorithm:
if ud > up
if δPnet is a permissible IS







6.2.1 Implementation of the IS-RG on the ROM
The IS-RG is first implemented in the ROM, for which a schematic of its region of
attraction was given in Sec. 5.3.3. The region of attraction boundaries are determined by
simulating a grid of initial conditions for a range of net powers and checking whether the




cb )b of the RoA of the ROM is parametarized in terms of N and mcb for




cb )b = a
P dnet(N) ·m2cb + bPnetd (N) ·m2 + cP
d
net(N), (6.4)






net(N)) are stored as static maps varying
with P dnet and N . At each time t, given the incremental step size δPnet, the measured states
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Figure 6.3: Closed Loop Load Step Response from 20 to 21 kW on the ROM with the
IS-RG
(Tcb, N, mcb) and the desired load P0, the IS-RG checks if
(TP0+δPnetcb )b < Tcb.
If this condition is true, then δPnet is a permissible incremental step. Note that operating
point (Tcb, N, mcb) with input P0 always satisfies the following:
(TP0cb )b < Tcb.
The response for a 20 to 21 kW step is shown in Fig. 6.3. No shutdown occurs during
the transition and the final load is reached. Note that δPnet is chosen equal to 20 W such
that condition (6.3) is satisfied. It can be seen though, that the individual steps of 560W
and 440W in the demanded load appear as instantaneous. That is due to the fast sampling
rate compared to the system dynamics. Each of those steps consists of multiple steps of
amplitude δPnet. For example the 560W step occurs in 28 steps of δPnet = 20 W over a
time period of 0.28 s, which is relatively short compared to the system’s time constant.
6.2.2 Implementation of the IS-RG on the FOM
To integrate the IS-RG with the full-order model, the RoA is calculated and param-
etarized as a function of the dominant states mcb, Tcb and N for the range of operating
loads. An example of the RoA boundaries for Pnet =20 kW is given in Fig. 6.4. If we
set the initial conditions above this boundary and simulate the model, the stable equilib-
rium will be reached, i.e., every point above the boundary for a given N belongs to the
RA(Pnet = 20kW ).
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Figure 6.4: Lower boundaries of RA(Pnet = 20kW ) as functions of mcb, Tcb and N
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Figure 6.5: Open and Closed Loop Load Step Response from 20 to 21 kW
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Figure 6.6: IS-RG Closed Loop Load Step Response from 20 to 20.3 kW
Linear functions are used to represent the RoA boundaries via curve fitting. Optimiza-
tion techniques are employed to determine the parameters of those functions:
TPnetcb B = a
Pnet(N) ·mcb + bPnet(N). (6.5)
The parameters aPnet and bPnet are stored as lookup tables, indexed by N and Pnet, for
online implementation. Note that for the FOM, a linear expression was used to interpolate
the RoA boundaries since the RoA was calculated for a smaller range of mcb and thus was
almost linear.
Following the methodology described above and utilizing the offline calculated estimates
of the RoA, the IS-RG controller safeguards the system when a step load increase is applied.
Fig. 6.5 shows the simulation of the closed loop FOM and IS-RG for a 20 to 21 kW step
increase in desired net power. Note that for the same step the open loop system (without
the IS-RG) shuts down shortly after the step is applied (dashed line in Fig. 6.5), while the
open loop system with a Pgen rate limiter (Fig. 5.7) exhibits a settling time of 122 s. The
size of δPnet is set to 20 W to ensure condition (6.3) is met. Furthermore, note that during
a 20 to 20.3 kW step (small step) the IS-RG exhibits the same performance as the open
loop plant since the equilibrium for Pnet = 20 kW belongs in the RA(Pnet = 20.3 kW )
(Fig. 6.6).
While the IS-RG avoids shutdown, its main function is to slow down the application
of the generator load to ensure safe operation. It does not attempt to change the other
dynamics of the system. In order to enhance the performance, the IS-RG controller will be
combined with a proportional controller that controls the fuel flow into the CB during a
transient to increase the Ein as proposed in Ch.5.
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(a) Detail (b) Detail (c) Detail
IS-RG (   Pnet=20 W, SP~0.01 s)
IS-RG (   Pnet=20 W, SP=0.1 s)

























Figure 6.7: IS-RG Response with various sampling periods (SP) and δPnet
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6.2.3 Effects of Sampling Period (SP) to Closed Loop Response
In this section the effects of sampling period (SP) of the IS-RG controller on the system
response are examined. The controller is descritized using a sampler in the input (mea-
surements) and a zero-order hold at the output (reference command). The sampling period
of the controller, for the simulation results shown up to this point, was variable and de-
termined by Matlab/Simulink c©. On average, Matlab/Simulink c© sets the sampling time
of the controller during the transient equal to 0.01 s (i.e., 100 Hz). Figure 6.7, shows the
system response for a 20 to 21 kW step for 0.01 s, 0.1 s and 1 s sampling periods and
δPnet = 20 kW. Note that IS-RG response indicated in previous figures, is shown here with
the black line.
It can be seen that for sampling frequencies of 100, 10 and 1 Hz, the system’s settling
time1 during a 20 to 21 kW step increase in load is 76, 77 and 83 s, respectively. This
simulation shows that for a 10 times increase in the IS-RF sampling period, the settling
time deteriorates by 1%, while for a 100 increase in sampling period, the settling time
deteriorates by 9%. This result shows that, without requiring high sampling frequency, the
IS-RG can achieve the performance at the desired level.
This comparison also verifies the result mentioned in Sec. 5.2.2, where the slower the Pgen
reaches the desired setpoint, the slower the response of Pnet is. Not maximizing the Pgen
allows for more air in the SOFC, resulting in decreased SOFC temperature and consequently
less SOFC power (Figure 6.7c and Figure 6.7c-Detail).
6.2.4 Comparison of IS-RG with conventional RG
Compared to the IS-RG, the conventional RG approach utilizes online optimization to
determine the step size at each time. For a dynamic system of the form ẋ = f(x, u) with
desired input u = ud, the reference governor calculates an input u = urg with K ∈ [0, 1]
such that
urg(t + δt) = urg(t) + K(ud − urg(t)) (6.6)
where K = 0 if no further increase of the input can be achieved or K = 1 if applying the
desired input is possible [23, 73]. The way K is determined for a dynamic system of the
form ẋ = f(x, u) is via an online optimization problem formulated as:
max
K
{urg}, such that Of is statisfied (6.7)
1Settling time (ST) in this work is defined as the period of time required to transition from 10% to 90%
of the demanded step load, i.e., time from 10% of (P finalnet − P initialnet ) to 90% of (P finalnet − P initialnet ).
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and Of is the set of constraints applied to the states of the system. In the case of the hybrid
SOFC/GT system, the constraints can be expressed as:
Of = {x ∈ RA(Pnet = urg(t))} (6.8)
where the operating point x has to belong within the region of attraction of the equilibrium
point with the current input (urg(t)).
The optimization problem is solved using the regions of attraction calculated for the
FOM. Note that the optimization is not performed via repeated simulations. Instead, the
offline calculated RoA maps are used.
Bisection optimization technique was used to determine at each time step the value of
K. Assuming that K = 0 yields an allowable input that does not violate the constraints as
posed in (6.8) (i.e., we start from a stable equilibrium), let us define h(K) as:
h(K) =
{
1, if Of is satisfied;
0, if Of is not satisfied
(6.9)
where it is assumed h(K = 0) = 1. Given an interval [Kr, Kl] with right limit (i.e., lower
limit) Kr and left limit (i.e., higher limit) Kl, the bisection algorith is summarized as:
Bisection Algorithm:
while |Kr −Kl| > ε
Km = (Kr + Kl)/2






where ε is set to 0.01 in order to prevent the optimization from running infinitely. A
comparison of the IS-RG and the RG presented here is given in Fig. 6.8. The responses of
the two closed loop systems match well while the time2 required to simulate 1000sec for the
closed loop FOM and IS-RG is 285.2sec while for the closed loop FOM and conventional RG
is 341.7sec. Furthermore, 84.2sec are required in order to simulate the plant in open loop
configuration using as input for Pgen the command the the IS-RG yields. Thus, subtractict
84.2sec from either closed loop times, one can see that a reduction of 22% is achieved in
computational efficiency.
2Note that the simulation time was measured using the command cputime in Matlab/Simulink.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of IS-RG and conventional RG closed loop systems
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From Fuel to CB
From Fuel to SOFC
Figure 6.9: Bode plots from fuel in CB and from Pgen to Ptc













Figure 6.10: Bode plots from fuel in CB and from Pgen to Ptc
6.3 Proportional CB Fuel Controller
The RoA of the SOFC/GT model was shown to be a strong function of the CB tem-
perature and mass (besides the shaft speed). In order to allow for larger and faster load
steps we choose to add extra fuel in the system during the transient. The extra fuel will
eventually reach the CB and increase both its temperature and mass flow in order to allow
for rapid support of the generator load and thus improve the load following performance of
the plant. Two options are avaliable for adding extra fuel during load transitions, one is to
add fuel directly in the SOFC and the other to bypass the SOFC and feed the fuel directly
into the CB. As far as controlling the shaft speed and avoiding shutdown are conserned,
feeding fuel into the CB or the SOFC have similar effects as shown by the Bode plot in
Fig. 6.9 while adding fuel in the CB has a higher control authority compared to adding fuel
in the SOFC. The corresponding control configuration is shown in Fig. 6.10, where via a
proportional controller extra fuel is added into the system.
The extra fuel flow into the system, Wef , is controlled proportionally to the turbine
power deficiency, i.e., the current turbine power Pt minus the desired turbine power P ∗t as
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Figure 6.11: Region of attraction for the open loop plant and the closed loop with the CB
fuel proportional controller
a function of the demanded net power:
Wef = KP (P ∗t (Pnet)− Pt) (6.10)
where P ∗t (Pnet) is the desired turbine power as a function of the net power and the extra fuel
flow, Wef , is determined via the power deficiency of the turbine. The proportional control
was chosen since the fuel flow increases the turbine inlet temperature which is proportional
to the turbine power.
The region of attraction with the proportional controller for regulating the fuel in the
CB is shown in Fig. 6.11. For comparisson, the RoA of the system without the proportional
controller is shown as well. The proportional controller expands the RoA of the system
since it is now possible to reach the equilibrium point from a lower energy point than
before (without the P controller) due to the added energy from the extra fuel input. This
fact allows the combination of the IS-RG with the proportional control with no need for
redesigning the IS-RG.
The system responses with the IS-RG, the proportional controller that adds extra fuel
in the SOFC and the proportional controller that adds extra fuel in the CB are shown in
Fig. 6.12. The overshoot of the fuel allows for larger and faster Pgen steps, contributing to
improved load following capabilities by reaching the final setpoint faster. Increasing further
the value of the proportional gain KP will increase the response speed even more but will
also increase the temperature gradient in the CB.
The tuning of either P controllers, depends on the constraints set on the temperature
gradient of the SOFC or the CB. An guide for tuning the P controller for adding fuel in
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the CB is outlined as follows: The relationship between the controller gain, the average
CB temperature temporal gradient (K/s) and the settling time during a 20 to 21 kW step
in Pnet is given in Figure 6.13. If no constraints exist, a large gain will allow a step in
the generator load directly to the final load. If temperature gradient constraints, Otg, and
settling time constraints, Ost, are posed for the system as:
Otg = (Tcb gradient ≤ a) (6.11)
Ost = (Settling time ≤ b), (6.12)
with corresponding values of the controller gain
Ktg =
{





K ∈ R1 | Ost is satisfied
}
(6.14)
then a controller gain can be selected such that both constraints are met. For less fuel
consumption and thus better system efficiency, if Kst ≤ Ktg, the controller gain should be
chosen equal to Kst. Note that if Kst > Ktg, then no value of the controller gain exists such
that both contstraints are satisfied.
An example on tuning the proportional controller gain is illustrated in Fig. 6.14. Let
the constraints be
Otg = (Tcb gradient ≤ 0.35 K/s) (6.15)
Ost = (Settling time ≤ 68 s), (6.16)
and the controller gains that satisfy those contraints, as shown in Fig. 6.14, are
Ktg ≤ 1 · 10−6 (6.17)
Kst ≥ 0.39 · 10−6. (6.18)
For minimum fuel consumption and maximum system efficiency the smallest controller gain
is chosen:
K = Kst = 0.39 · 10−6. (6.19)
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Figure 6.12: Step Response from 20 to 21 kW with IS-RG and P control of fuel in CB
(P − CB) and SOFC (P − SOFC)
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Figure 6.13: Settling time and Tcb gradient for variable K during a 20-21 kW step in Pnet













































Figure 6.14: Example on tuning the proportional controller gain
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CHAPTER 7
Summary, Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Summary
In this work the control-oriented analysis of two integrated fuel cell systems with energy
recuperation devices is presented. The first one, presented in Ch. 2-3, incorporates a CPOX
reformer, a PEM fuel cell and a CB for energy recuperation while the second one, presented
in Ch.4-6, incorporates an SOFC, a GT and a CB for energy recuperation. A summary of
the control analysis results is given below:
• Chapters 2-3 : CPOX reformer system with heat recirculation
In Ch. 2 a control-oriented model of the CPOX-based reformer system is presented.
The modeling equations are summarized while optimization techniques are utilized to
determine the optimal fuel and air operating points for the whole range of operation
of the system. It is shown that running the system in open loop configuration will
cause CPOX reactor overheating and hydrogen starvation during load transitions.
The root causes are identified as the large pressure drop of the HDS which in turn
causes oxygen to carbon ratio discrepancies in the CPOX during transient operation.
In Ch. 3, a feedback control scheme is proposed to mitigate the issues associated with
open loop operation. The observer-based control scheme utilizes as measurements
the CPOX and the CB temperature. It is important to note that the CB, besides
increasing the steady state efficiency of the system, is also used for the control design
by providing vital measurements. The measurement of the CB temperature is shown
to be vital in ensuring proper and fast estimation of the states of the plant. Further-
more, robustness evaluation of the feedback control scheme is examined under various
uncertainty scenarios, namely CPOX and HDS clogging, fuel composition variations
and CB modeling uncertainty. The controller was shown to be robust against all the
scenarios examined while the closed loop response showed little or no deterioration in
performance.
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• Chapters 4-6 : SOFC/GT hybrid system
In Ch 4, the hybrid SOFC/GT system is presented and its operation is explained.
A dynamic, nonlinear and control-oriented model of the system is described where
the individual component models are delineated. In Ch. 5, the optimal steady state
setpoints for the generator load, the fuel flow and the SOFC current are derived by
maximizing the system’s efficiency. Those setpoints are then used for open loop anal-
ysis where the system dynamics are characterized. It is shown that the system will
shutdown in case of large and rapid power transitions while the shutdown phenomenon
is analyzed. The shaft dynamics and the GT nonlinearities are shown to initiate a
vicious cycle between the SOFC and the GT, that eventually leads to the shutdown.
Finally, in Ch. 5, a reduced-order model including the lumped SOFC and CB mass
dynamics, the average SOFC and CB temperature dynamics and the nonlinear shaft
dynamics is shown to accurately capture the shutdown phenomenon.
In Ch. 6, an incremental step reference governor is proposed, which in combination
with a proportional controller for regulating the fuel flow to the CB, is able to mitigate
shutdown during rapid and large load transitions. The IS-RG utilizes the region of
attraction of the reduced-order model to check whether an incremental step is permis-
sible. Combining the IS-RG with a proportional fuel controller manages to enhance
both system stability and performance, by avoiding the shutdown and reducing the
settling time of the system. It is important to note that the proposed control scheme
enhances the robustness of the IS-RG since it expands the RoA.
7.2 Conclusions
The important conclusions of this work are highlighted below:
• The energy recuperation devices (ERDs) promote system efficiency and provide mea-
surements that facilitate in the system observability and improve the closed loop
system performance. The CB temperature (in the reformer and the SOFC system)
and the GT shaft rotational speed (in the SOFC system) are shown to facilitate the
control design.
• If the dominant coupling dynamics between the FC system and the ERDs are thermal-
based, then the system operation is less susceptible to issues caused from this coupling.
If the dominant coupling dynamics are pressure-based then the FC system can be led
to shutdown during load transitions if proper control schemes are not incorporated to
regulate the energy balance between the FC system and the ERD.
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• The use of optimal steady state setpoints for load transitions makes the system sus-
ceptible to transient issues and imposes the need for advanced control schemes. The
optimal steady state setpoints lie on the boundary of operation of the system and
uncertainties or disturbances can cause instability.
• In a fuel reformer, the hydro desulphurization (HDS) process introduces a large pres-
sure drop in the fuel path and requires proper control of the fuel flow to avoid discrep-
ancies from the desired fuel-air ratios. If the HDS process is chosen to be included
in the reformer (i.e., online desulphurization), extra fuel flow has to be added during
load transitions to ensure that the desired amount of fuel is desulphurized.
• An incremental step reference governor (IS-RG) is proposed to filter the generator load
command and avoid system shutdown. The IS-RG is shown to exhibit the similar
performance to a conventional RG but required less computational effort since no
simulations are done. Furthermore, there is no requirement for high sampling rates.
7.3 Review of Important Assumptions
The important assumptions utilized here are summarized below in order to highlight
the limitations of the developed models and motivate the extensions of this work.
• All the reactors in this work, except the SOFC, are modeled as lumped parameter
volumes with homogenous pressure and temperature. No spacial distribution of the
temperature, pressure or the reactants is captured in a single volume. The control
design imposes the constraint for low-order control-oriented modeling tools, thus a
highly complex distributed parameter model would be infeasible. The SOFC model
that included spacial distribution of several variables had to be simplified for the
controls analysis.
• The developed models are not suitable for analyzing the start up dynamics of the
system. The auxiliary devices used for start up as well as the start up dynamics are
not modeled in this work.
• It is assumed that all gases obey the ideal gas law.
• No heat losses to the environment are taken into account.
• For the reformer system examined, the HDS process was assumed perfect, removing all
the sulphur from the fuel stream. Similarly, the CO removal in the WROX reactor was
assumed complete. The effects of sulphur and CO in the reformer were not modeled
or examined in this work.
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• The fuel entering the hybrid SOFC system was assumed pre-reformed. The reformer
model and dynamics were not included in this model. Furthermore, the air entering
the SOFC system was assumed preheated. The HEX between the turbine exhaust
and the air inlet was not included in the analysis.
7.4 Future Work
The work presented in this dissertation can be extended in several directions including:
• Model Validation
The modeling techniques used for components such as the heat exchangers, the blower,
the gas turbine and the mixer can be found in the literature and have been widely
validated. Models for other components such as the PEM fuel cell, the SOFC and the
catalytic burner, require further tuning and parameter calibration in order to match
experimental results. Even though the qualitative trends (i.e., the transient response)
are expected to match a real system, the quantitative results (i.e. the steady state
values) presented in this work might vary if the model is tuned based on experimental
data. Furthermore, validation of the integrated system models would be significant
in supporting the analysis and results presented in this work.
• Model Expansion
For the SOFC/GT system examined, only the core system components were modeled
and integrated into the system. Additional balance of plant components such as
heat exchangers, reformer etc., would pose even more challenges with respect to the
system’s operation and performance. Integrating those components into the system
and examining the overall system would be a significant extension to this work. An
example of an integrated SOFC based system with a reformer and other balance of
plant components is shown in Fig. 7.1. In this system, the exhaust from the turbine
is utilized in preheating the inlet air and fuel flows to the reformer, where a portion
of the fuel is pre-reformed. Power conditioning units are responsible for connecting
the SOFC and the generator to the power bus from which the propulsion motor and
other loads draw power. Finally, other components, such as a water evaporator and a
heat recovery unit are incorporated for full exploitation of the SOFC exhaust energy.
• Further Control Analysis
Control issues such as the thermal management of the SOFC in the case of a hybrid
SOFC/GT system or active air flow control for the catalytic burner were not ad-
dressed in this work. In addition, if the SOFC/GT model is integrated with balance
of plant components, other control issues might arise. Understanding and mitigating
the control issues not addressed in this work will give a broader perspective on the
































Figure 7.1: Integrated SOFC/GT system with reformer and balance of plant components
included
• Steady State Setpoints
In this work the optimal steady state setpoints were determined in terms of system
efficiency and utilized for the controls analysis. Even though the designed controllers
allow load transitions using those setpoints, in an actual application some of the steady
state efficiency achieved can be sacrificed for improved system robustness. Operating
at suboptimal efficiency setpoints (i.e., at lower steady state efficiency) will allow for
easier load transitions. A trade off analysis between the steady state efficiency (i.e.
the operating setpoints) and the transient robustness would be a useful extension of
this work.
7.5 Potential Applications
Besides the application of the developed control algorithms to physical fuel cell-based
systems, a list of other potential applications of this work and the developed models is given
in this section:
• Hybridization Analysis
The developed models can be utilized for analyzing the requirements for external
power sources such as batteries or ultra-capacitors. The designed control schemes
managed to improve significantly the transient speed of the system but depending
on the requirements, another power source can be incorporated into the system to
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further enhance the system’s performance. Furthermore, to safeguard the fuel cell
system and promote robustness, it might be required to slow down the rate at which
load is drawn from the stack and supplement that load deficiency via a hybrid power
source. The developed models can be used for the sizing, optimization, design and
analysis of such hybrid configurations.
• Fault Diagnosis
Fault diagnosis is another potential use for the models and the theory developed
within the scope of this dissertation. The transient faults identified in this work can
be predicted by utilizing the mathematical models and the theory developed for the
systems examined. For example, in the case of the SOFC/GT system, shutdown can
be diagnosed according to Theorem 5.1. This theory enables the detection of system
shutdown before it occurs using simple measurements of rotational speed, pressure
and temperature. In the case of the reformer system examined, measurement of the
fuel and air flows can predict reactor overheating and potential hydrogen starvation.
The designed control schemes are designed to safeguard the system against such faults
but due to modeling errors, disturbances or other uncertainties they can still occur
in an actual application. The dynamic analysis presented in this work can be used to
detect such faults and allow the user or a high-level controller to take action before
there is permanent damage to the system.
• Online Parameter Estimation
The FC system is a chemical-based system and depends highly on the reaction rates
and the corresponding catalysts. The performance of the reactors and the correspond-
ing catalysts are known to degrade significantly over time and thus require precise
monitoring in order to compensate for the degrading performance with adjustments
on the control scheme (i.e., adaptive control). The developed models can be utilized
for online parameter estimation. Measuring directly certain parameters is unfeasi-
ble, so the designed models can facilitate in estimating parameters that are hard to
measure and then utilize those estimates to online tune the controller gains.
• Cost versus Performance Analysis
If detailed information on the manufacturing and operating cost of each subsystem or
component becomes available, the developed open or closed loop schemes can be used
to optimize the performance of the system under certain cost constraints or optimize
the system’s cost (i.e., minimize) under performance constraints. Also, given that the
developed models can predict the power output and the system efficiency, studies on
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